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Roy vs Liberty

Threshing Wheat
The subject o( threshing the
wheat crop is attracting general
attention at present. Past exper
ienee has fully demonstrated that
it is not pr.rctieablo lo move a
heavy steam pullit ubcut the
country so many miles for such
small jobs.
The logical solution of the matter is a small gasoline driven machine light enough t J be easily
moved with horses. Such a ma
chine could reach all parts of the
country and with but little expense and will meet oil the- rethreshquirements of this
ing and a great convenience any
year. Such an outlit can bo put
in the field, for about $300.00 in
addition to the equipment already
on hand and it certainly looks to
us like the right kind of a plan.
It will reduce the cost of the
threshing to the farmer and give
thresher an opportunity to pay
for his machine and make wages
besides. A definite p.ction will
soon be taken in the matter.

In a closely contested game of Sequestered in the shadows of
eight innings on the Liberty Ball tho beautifully decorated City,
Diamond the Roy team was de- Mills and vicinity celebrated the
feated last Sunday by a score of Fourth in a way not soon to be
9 to T by the Liberty boys. The forgotten.
During the pleasant hours of
gamo was a tie in the seventh
inning, but Liberty scored two in tho
an excellent prothe eighth and Hoy failed to score gram was rendered, after which
The Hoy team was minus two the festivities of dinner were
of it's best players and was com- spread, and the bachelors enjoypelled to substitute, otherwiso the ed the first square meal since
result might have been different. children's day; With our wives
The Liberty boys are a fine and sweethearts we devoured
bunch of players and return game twenty gallons of Ice ,Crcam and
has been scheduled for Sunday four tubs full of lemonade, while
July 14th at 2:30 o'clock on the the low sweet strains of Mill's
Roy Diamond,
quartette floated out upon the
soft mountain air. Think of taking your sweetheart and absorbing twenty gallons of ice crea-and four tubfuls of lemonade!
Wouldn't that be a grand FourthV
leaked
story
out that
The
Withstars in my hat and an Uncle
company of Roy sports pulled off
Saci suit of clothes, I was dressa light between a badger and a
ed, painted and posed to represent
to soothe their disappoint
the United States in a small way.
ment at not getting to see the bis When
the commodities for dinner
fistic mill at Vegas.
were spread I showed them what
The badger was a wild one a large amount of home products
from tho tall grass prarieand the
Uncle Sam could consume. And
fore-noo-

BadgerFight

hull-do-

bull dog although old and tooth
less was full of fight on the start.
Les Alldredge won the honor
of pulling the string to lift the
The 4th passed pleasantly both box that confined the "badger."
at Mills and Roy for the people
Tlie ' fight" was sensational
in the surrounding country.
and the dog has not been seen

Mills Items

Mr. Bently began cutting his
wheat on the 8th.
V. W. Day brought in Mr,
Haveltv to take the train Tuesday,
'
for Oklahoma,

Celebrates Right

they were suprised that any edibles would have to be shipped to
Most of the
foreign countries.
afternoon was spent in athletic
sports. In hotly contested game
of ball the married men lost to.
the single men with the score ten
since.
to five. They might know they
Les enjoyeditfromhissafcretreat
could notbeat the Bachelors while
on top of a billard table, but has
the prairie near the diamond was
consented to let some tenderdecorated with damsels.
foot referee the next badger fight.
All who were present enjoyed.
the daexceutionolly. well. J,
-- C, E.D
Dr. W,"EJw. Reid',' of Marion,
III. has been yisitsng his friend.
Dr. T. F. Self the past week.
He left Thursday to look for a loAbernathy & Baum started
cation in New Mexico,
their new ' Acme" header at the
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Progressive Paper Auto Turns Turtle
The Santa Fe New Mexican,
that old time and always faithful
mouthpiece of Republican ma
chine politics, in New Mexico
fattest of fat pio eaters who for
nearly fifty years has sat continuously at the "pie counter" and
feasted from the spoils of rep
ublican victory in the territory, is
now transformed into a raving,
storming, gesticulating, recrim
inating Progressive Republican
'
Organ.
'Well! we don't blame it. The
old management rode the old stand
pat regime into the ditch and there
is no good reason why the new
management should stand around
crying over the wreck.
Bronson Cutting is the president
and J. Wight Giddings editor and
the old paper certainly does show
up a lot of improvements.
Irvin Ogden, Sr. has ordered a
new
gasoline cngino to
run the bean thresher this fall.
The acreage of beans is considerably reduced from last year but
the prospect is good for a large
crop.
Al Hanson, the popular salesman at the Big Store started for
Dc Haven Thursday ruling "Big
Chief" The horse ran away and
landed in a wire fence threw Al.
onto the saddle horn and hurt
him some but not seriously.
He
abandoned the trip and returned
'
. .
;
to town.
v
Misses Opal Evans and Alice
Jackson were down from Abbott
Tuesday gladdening their many
friends here with their cheery

F. M. Hughes, of Solano, met
with a serious accident with his
He was
auto Thursday evening.
coming home from Mosquero accompanied by Mr. Hobbs, of Raton and Mr. Hughes' two sons,
and when about a mile from town
the car struck a stump of a telegraph pole and the car turned
over twice and stopped on it's
side. No one was seriously hurt
and the car is not seriously injured. Mr. Hughes drove it up
to Roy the next morning.
Frank Walkowiak wrecked his
car on the same stump last year.
It is likely that it will now be

Good Work
The session" of the county commissioners beginning Monday
July 2nd and ending Tuesdny
July 9th was one of tho most important meeting of the commis-soner- s
of Mora County. The
present Board composed of

John Gandret,

F. M.

Hughes and

Marcelino M on toy a is the most
up to dato set of county officials
that Mora has had in 20 yen's.

Matters are already showing

up vastly d.ff ren'.fro:n heretofore
everything being done and conducted in a safe, sana and
systematic manner.
Much credit is duo our fellow
townsman F. M. Hughes and our
friend John Gandert from tho
El Rito for the high standard of
the present conditions of Morn
County's financial matters. Keep
it up boys and you ore assured ot
To Whom It May Concern:
in 1915.
Notice is hereby given that
on the 18th day of July, A. D.
1912, E. J. II. Roy, T. J. Cress,
and D M. Talbott will proceed
as a body of viewers, appointed
by the Honorable Board of Su
It this issue of the Spanish-America- n
pervisors of the aforesaid Coun
is not up to its usual
ty and State, of a certain road, for
which a petition has been duly standard, tho reader will hi asked
presented and is now on file in to overlook the shortage In the
this ofiice, beginning at a point absence of both editor and tho
where the North boundary line of printer it was necessary to cull
Mora County intersects the boun- a "dry farmer" from his strenuous
dary line of Colfax County, then- occupation of hoeing weeds in the
deficiencce in a southerly direction to a corn field to supply both
point where the boundary line of ies. With but three days to dj
the County of Mora intersects a week's work, hands more used
the line of Union Coi'nty on. a line to a hoe handlo than picking up
of type and a head gone to seed on
parallel with the right-of-waday farming topics! you can't exSontfr-weslcr- n
Ry.
&
the El Paso
Said viewers are to ' assess all pect much of the sponsor fortius
damages and all,, benefits arising issue. We can do better with half
locating and establish- a chance.
from

For New Highway

We Beg Pardon

the

ment of said road and report an
e8timat of the whole cost of same
to the County Commissioners
at
Beadle farm Thursday. It is a
H. M. Brown, who has been
next meeting.
their
Since Liberty cleaned up the fine looking machine and does it's supply Agt. for the . & S-F. M. Hughes, Administrator
Tito Melendez, Co. Clerk.
V
Mr. Leonlmrd and Mr. Meikle Roy ball team the latter are get work right.
hero during the absence of A. R. July, 8, 1912.
Bonis de non, of the Tyler Estate
was here Friday looking after the
are now shipping their cream to ting challenges from all over. SoDavis, checked out and returned
lano, Mosquro, Mills, French,
to Tucumcari Tuesday.
Raton.
We bad
affairs of the estato. Mr. Hughes
Dr. Cate drove up from Solano
drove
into
Texos
from
A
man
Springer and other rural hamlets
all learnod to like him during his
look charge of the buildings and
morning and was in Roy
He
town Friday in a big Buick.
have asked for games and will be Friday
here.
stay
put on an entirely new set of
short
is
about
organ
up.
He
enthusiatic
sun
Mr. liatón received a new
had driven from Trinidad that
accommodated.
locks. When he took charge sevover his wheatcrop now ready for
for the Palouse Valley Sunday
morning and intended to drive on
Herbert Nichols, of Trinidad, to Tucumcari for supper. He left eral doors were ajar exposing the
harvest. He estimates it at 15 to
School.
Where was the evThe OJd Fellows Lode will in 18 bushels to
the acre. And the who has been here buying wool, his home 150 miles South of Am merchandise.
stall officers on their next regular
custodian, Barney Tyhonest
er
Thursday
orleft
He
Jaritas.
for
quality is the finest.
arillo four days before and exler?
dered eight
We were glad to see Charles meeting night, July 17th. All
cars in which pected to be at home tonight.
requested
ore
to
members
be
E. J. H. Roy and A. S. Bushtown
to ship wool to Boston.
Deaton and Harvey Jones in
Colorado
Spri
had
to
been
Ho
present. Visiting members are
wncat harvest lias begun in
kevitz assisted Mr. Hughes in se
once more.
ngs and Pueblo. It is startling
earnest. Headers and binders are
welcome.
Mrs, A. L. Branch and son to contemplate such a feat in the curing the building from thefts
running in all directions and the Raphael, of Mora, are
hero visit- light of the advancement of even S'.ich as have been perpetrated
J. W. Brown, stopped off in
refinest as well as the largest crop ing at the Vidal
Pab- five years ago. To the man who during the past year. Many
Marinezaud
of
W.
Geo.
Santa
Fe,
Pnchard
Mills on his way to Santiago.
of wheat ever grown inNcw Mex. lo
keys
made
were
quests
for
the
They
homes.
brought really thhiks.the miracles of toBranch
secretary of the Progressive Repwill soon be ready for threshing,
a lot of fruit along from their fine day over shadow all of those won- from B. G. Tyler but ot no avail
League of New Mexico is writing
and Mr. Hughes finally did
Prof. Gregory, of New Orleans to all tho Progressives in the new
orchard.
derful events of history and ficTyler to give up the ghost.
is ngain spending his vacation on state in regard to sending delMrs. George Towers leaves to- tion which occupy the miiids of
Ed. Mitchell drove in from his
the Mills ranch.
egates to the "Te1d" convention ranch in the Tequezquite Canyon morrow for Birdseyo Indiana for so many well meaning people of
The wool clip Is now coming in
in Chicago August 5th.
Thursday night. He is looking an extended visit with her parents today. In their placid contem
puny events of a to Roy and already the big R. R.
plation
of
tho
in
and
up
drilling
old
friends
the
of
home.
her
matter
several
out
Davis
has sold
A. K.
Many
dead past they persistently refuse Warehouse is half full.
all of the carload of broncs he
Carlos Branch, is assisting wells on his ranches, and installranchmen nre just commencing
miracles
the
than
more
to
realize
brought from over in tho mount with tho rush of work caused by ing pumping plants for watering
I. C. Floeshoini and wife left of today or contemplato the vast- shearing and it is evident thern
ains and is back in the R.lt. office receiving wool at the Goodman a large herd of cattle on a new Monday
for Springer, where Mr. ly greater things already conceiv- will be as much wool marketed
range.
again. He had a line vacation, Merc. Co.
Floershcim has accepted a posit- ed in tho minds of men now liv- here this year as last which broko
made some money and did the
ion with the Springer Stockman, ing, as much more wonderfu
in the record of all previous years.
people here a good turn besides.
many
Their
all
friends
and
here
acMr. Bennett of Solano was in
fact than any of our present
Mrs. L. K. Mitchell leaves tothe readers of the Spanish Amer- complishments as they arc in adRoy Thursday, trading.
morrow on the 4 o'clock train for
Ben Williams and Jim Hopper,
ican regret their leaving Roy but vance of the events of medaoval
V. II. Wilcox and wife are off
a five months' visitwith her people
Liberty Twp. base ball "Fans"
heartly wish them success and history.
for an extended automobile trip
were in town Tuesday arranging
E. J. H. Roy, editor of the in Pittsburg and Greansburg, prosperity In
their new
visiting friends and taking recre- Spanish-Americawill
Pennsylvania.
off
stop
She
for the return ball game Sunday.
and F. M.
F. L. and E. L.L'nderwood and
ation. They expect to leave the Hughes of Solano
returned Thurs- in St Louis and make a short
W. A. Davenport young men of
Happy thought! Go to Fair- carat Springer aud go on to day from a trip of several days in visit at the Parsonage of her
Dick Carson and his brother-i- n
Jane, Missouri, and friends of Dr view Pharmacy for au Ice Cream
. Denver whero Mrs. W. will visit Mora, Las Vegas and other points brother, and on her return to
New Mexico will be accompanied l iw prove up from Solano Fripay Self, arrived in the city yester- Soda.
for a month.
down the road.
by hor brother Rev. A. J. Naly. after a load of lumber. Dick is day and are looking for 320 acre
Primroae Circle
back on hia claim again and ma' homesteads. They say a laboring
P.ominent Guest
king extensive improvements.
Miss Lillian Griner was in the
man is lucky to get a job at a dalCrosby,
Wm.
S.
of
El
Paso
Tex.
city Thursday buying groceries.
lar a day and board himself in that
The ladies of the Primrose Pro Tho other three sisters wero at has been in Roy and vicinity for
Mrs. Com Wheeler, of TucumJ. F. Shamblin, the well drill port of Missouri and they have
gressive Circle held their regular home waging war on the weeds. severol days looking up real estato er, lias contracted to drill several come west to stay.
cari, Vice President of the
Ho is about to close a deal for wells
afternoon
meeting Wednesday
Assembly of New Mexico,
for T. E. Mitchell on his
ranch land in Burro Canyon. Mr. ranch properties east of here.
Mrs. A. S. Bushkevitz entertain
was tho guest of Harmony
Neis. Benson came home yes Crosby appears
Bate-Ba- ll
Tomorrow
ing. The meeting was interesting
to be the kind of
Lodge last Fr'.day evening
nearly u year's aband the ladies are pleased to an- tcrday after
man we need more of here.
and conducted the ceremonies of
Rob't Koppler anb Mr. Mo
old Mexico.
Benin
sence
Mrs.
Don't forget to see the double- - installing the officers for the curnounce that their 4th of July boll
s
Murdo, of Abbott, both
header ball game on the Koy dia rent term. After lodge luncheon
was in every way n success son, who has been running the
Roy
Friday,
in
wero
here,
Lon J. Scars of Abbott, was in
mond tomorrow.
The homo team was served and a, social session
Thanking the public for their farm during his absence, promisThey wero diiving all over the
liberal patronage, which means es to keep him at home hereafter. Uoy Wednesday with his auto get mesa looking at the crop prospect will piny Solano at 10 o'clock a. m. held. Mrs. Wheeler Is an enthuting somo repairs at the Variety
and Liberty at 2 p. ui. The grand siastic Rebekah and an efficient
a good deal to us in our school
Mrs. F. A. Roy entertained a Machine Works. They all have and express surprise at the ad stand has been erected and you
work. We remain respctfully,
officer possessing a pleasing pervanced
methods
and
conditions
-- Ladies
can tit in the shade and see two sonality and winning the highest
Primrose Progressive few ladies Tuesday In honor of to get Paull to help wheu they are the; find here.
W. Mills, of Springer.
Mrs.
M.
trouble.'
in auto
fast games.
Circle.
I esteem of all who
met her.
Mr. Cress received a telegram
stating that his sister had died In
Oklahoma, this week.

presence.

-

Locked Up

HEWS TO DATE

E. J. H. Roy, Editor.

.

ROT

COLO. FORESTS
SAY

RESERVES

ALL TIMBER

WESTERN LKAUfB STANDING.
U'nii lj,t ' Bt
St. Joseph
41
81
.671
41
Stoui aty
14
.647
19
17
L'enver
.fill
Des Moines
17
IS
.607
Kiln
19
Wtrhlta
.it
Omaha
37
.507
is
Topeka
31
41
.lit,
30
41 ' .421
CAUGHT FROM THI NETWORK OF Lincoln
Frank Mantell and Cyclone Johnny
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
Thompson fought a twenty-roundraw
THE WORLD.
at Sacramento, CaL
Ad Wolgast defeated Joe Rivers In
the thirteenth round of a scheduled
DURING THE PAST WEEK twenty-rounbout at Los Angeles. "
In the JohnBon-Flynfight tor the
championship of the world, at Las VeRECORD OP IMPORTANT EVENTS gas, July 4, Johnson won from Flynn
In the ninth round on a foul.
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
In Cleveland, Ohio, July 4. Johnny
PEOPLE.
Kllbane, featherweight champion, won
over Tommy Dixon of Kansas City,
their fight going the full twelve
Weetara Newspaper Union Wea-- Servios.
rounds.
WESTERN. .

IN PARAGRAPHS

NEW MEXICO.

GUARDS DESTROY

SETTLERS

LITTLE NEW MEXICO

SPORT.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN

IN

IS BEING SOLD

TO

HAPPENINGS
NEW MEXICO
alern Newepaper Union Ntwa Service.
CUMINO EVENTS IN NEW MEXICOr
uly 14 to Auk. 3. Mountalnalr Chau

tauqua, aiuuntalnalr.

To Hold Luna County Fair.
Dealing. A meeting of the fair com
mute was held recently and It was decided to hold the third annual meet
ing of the Luna county fair. The date
of the fair wsb not decided upon.

ITEMS.

Minor Occurrences of More Thsn Ordi
nary Interest
Western If eweoaper Union Newe 8ervlce.
Capitán was damaged by the recent

high water.
The new Catholic church at Taos
has been dedicated.
Watermelons are on the market In
most all the towns of the state now.
Three tickets were In the field- - at
the Alamogordo municipal election
Valencia County Teachers' Norml
Institute held a four weeks' session
Belen.
Five thousand aerea of land west of
Optimo are to be settled by a colony
Germans.
C. E. Llnqulst, pastor of the M. E.
hurch at Obar, died at Naravlsa of
lung and throat trouble.
Orchardlsta In the vicinity of Cim
arron are Jubilant over the fruit prospect, which Is now the beBt in many
years.

JOHN'S

FRIENDS WERE LOYAL

Young Bride Got Early Proof of the
Way Men Will Stlok by One
Another,
The bridegroom of three months
bade hla wife adieu one morning and
started on a business trip to a town
25 miles distant.
The Journey was to
be made by automobile and he prom
ised to return In time for seven
o'clock dinner aa usual.
But no husband appeared when din
ner was served and the anxious wlfs
watched the hands of the clock as
they Journeyed on and announced
that the hour was midnight, and still
The
the husband failed to apear.
to six
frantic wife sent telegrams
friends of the groom living In the
town where he might have gone, ask
ing if be was spending the nignt wttn
a farm
them.
As dawn appeared
wagon drove up containing a farmer
and the mining husband and furnishing motor power for a broken down
Al
automobile that trailed behind.
most simultaneously came a messen
ger boy with an answer to one of the
by
telegrams, followed at Intervals
live others and all of the telegrams
said:
Yes, John la spending
the night
with me."
In loyalty what surpasses man!

.Luna snd Grsnt Prospects Good.
Demtng. Luna and Grant countleB
have each received a heavy rainfall
recently. These rains have Insured a
fine stand of wild hay, also a good
C0NGRE8S COMPLAINS OF RAPID
crop of rollo maize and other food
LY INCREASING EXPENSE
,
stuffs can be counted upon, while In
Will Traynor, twenty-oneof
FOREIGN.
OF FOREST SERVICE.
the mountains
and on the cattle
Wis., was struck over the
Herr Schadt, a German aviator, was ranges the prospectB for early feed aro
heart by a pitched ball and fell dead.
Fruit In the Carlsbad project Is
killed at Mulhausen, Germany, while better than for years.
about three weeks later than usual
Miss Anna A. M alley, Socialist lecvVeetern Nevrepaper Union Newa Service.
testing
a military aeroplane.
The
air
but is now ripening rapidly and be
turer and writer of Everett, will head
Convicts on Bernalillo Roads.
Washington.
The curious spectacle the Socialist state ticket In Washing- man flying at a height of 260 yards
ing put on tbe market.
curve too sharply and the ma
made
a
Albuquerque. A small additional
of Colorado citizens appealing to Con ton.
A provision was made by the Legis
chine fell to the ground and cruB'.iec! crew of convicts from the state peni
gress and the secretary of agricullature whereby the people can vote
W. A. Massey, former chief Justice Its occupant.
tentiary
brought
Santa
were
down
from
bonds to the sum of half a million of
ture to stop the forest service from de of the Supreme Court of Nevada; has
With a violence hitherto unknown Fé recently by Superintendent John B. lollars for road building.
stroying tho timber In that state's been chosen U. S. senator from that
to western annals there was a tornado McManus, for work on the Bernalillo
The
Telephone Company
forest reserves is just now attracting state.
In Saskatchewan,
Canada, that des county roads. The men are all husky
SKIN ERUPTION ON CHEEK
bas purchased the property of the
attention here
Cornell college. Mount Vernon, Iowa, troyed 300
six grain elevator, ones, and will be a considerable re
County
Telephone
rant
Company,
Protective associations formed by has received word that the college en- 50 buildings In the wholesale and busi inforcement to the score or so of
Klngslcy,
Mich. "Last May my
he consideration being $75,000.
citizens of the Centennial State have dowment fund of 150,000 had been com ness districts, and caused, according workers already making road. The
baby had a sore
Mass meetings are being held In
to a late estimate, 200 deaths.
men will be quartered and fed by the
charged that in some of the Colorado pleted.
come on her cheek. It started In four
ISddy county to protest against tne
county
be
others,
will
as
are
the
and
pimples
and In two oi
notably
In
or
national forests,
five small
the South
The first woman candidate for the
used with the other gang, on the road raiBe In assessments of 26 per cent. three hours' time spread to the size ot
Park country, officials of the for- California Legislature will be Mrs. A.
GENERAL,
total
Tbe
amounts
to
raise
$800,000.
north from Old Albuquerque to Los
a silver dollar. It apread to her eye.
est service are selling to the lumber L. Hamilton of Pasadena, according to
The winter oat crop In the Carlsbad Then water would run from the pimThe Independent Telephone Compa Griegos,
companies overy tree large enough to announcement.
project is being harvested.
Though ples and wherever that touched It causny's plant (automatic) at Omaha, was
cut a scantling and are themselves
formerly connected Bold
C. W. Smith.
the acreage of oats planted last fall ed more sores until nearly all one
No Money for Reform School.
guilty of the very acts of denudation
at a receiver's sale for $995,000.
systhey with many of the largest railroad
which the law contemplates
Springer. In looking over the appro was small the crop Is turning out well. cheek and up her nostrils were one
Seven dead and many prostrations
one time
and
tems
at
of
the
East,
There Is an epidemic of hay fever solid sore. She was very fretful She
should prevent.
was the summary In Chicago at the priation bill passed by the First State
president of the Santa Fé, died in Paslooking child,
Complaints of this nature have been
close of the hottest day this year, Legislature, W. G. Sargent, the state at Tucumcarl caused, it Is thought, by certainly was a terrible
adena, CaL
the widespread growth of Russian and nothing seemed to be of any use,
auditor, found that no direct appropria
July 5.
mado to both Representatives Tayior
Soap and
I
got
Cutlcura
some
"Then
Ninth cavalry,
William Stewart,
and Rucker, and have been laid before
As a result of a wreck near Corning, tion had been made tor the mate re thistle, the weed at this time being in Cutlcura Ointment. She tried to rub
"There was full flower.
the secretary of agriculture, corrob- Fort Russell, Wya, was sentenced to N. Y., July 4, on the Lackawanna rail- form Bchool
off everything wo put on so that wt
years In the penitentiary road, forty-on- e
Harold Street, 12 years old, of Wa
orated by newspaper clippings from twenty-fivpeople are dead and fif an appropriation to take up a deficit,'
snd hold her hands for two
for the murder of William A. Rucker, ty are Injured.
said Mr. Sargent, "but I have not yet gon Mound, found a dynamite cap and would sit
Colorado towns.
hours at a time, trying to give th
fellow
soldier.
appropriation
the
for
sxploded
by
direct
a
found
pounding
with
It
it
secretary
only
The
declares that
the
medicine a chance to help ber, but
Clerks and assistant managers of ho maintenance of the school. With Its rock.
The fingers of his left hand
"ripe" timber is being Bold to the sawEqual suffrage was smothered as an tels from thirty-thre- e
after I washed It with Cutlcura Soap
states gathered present funds, It can run until Novem were blown off.
of
Federation
mills, but the settlers declare that ev- issue In the General
and then put on the Cutlcura OintIn Chicago to attend the annual con
ber 30. After that time 1 do not
ery tree the mills can use Is being Women's Clubs In San Francisco, and vention of
The Mines & Metals Company of So ment they seemed to soothe her and
the Greeters of America.
may
found
It
do."
can
It
be
know
what
corro
papers.
incorporation
has
dlscuBslon
general
filed
sold.
cannot come up for
she did not try to rub them off. II
J. Henry Alexandre, vice president that the old appropriation will apply It is capitalized at $120,000 of which waa only a few daya before her fact
Secretary Wilson has ordered a again until the next biennial In 1914,
and the school can be cared for In that $25,000 Is paid In. The Incorporators
of the Nmioi.nl Hunt and Steeple
all healed up, and there haa been
was
thorough Investigation.
The Denver & Rio Orande railroad chase Association and a member of way.
are all Socorro men.
no return of tho trouble since. W
It has been known for the last year has let contracts tor thirty new en many sporting clubs, died in New
thought
that baby's face would surely
The big lake which formed recent
The York recently.
that the forest service has been mak gines, to cost about 11.000,000.
Bumper Fruit Crop Certain.
be scarred, but It Is not." (Signed)
ly several miles north of Albuquerque
ing every effort to sell timber from construction of this equipment will be
Belén. Belen fruit raisers now con as the result of the cloudburst In the Mrs. W. J. Cleland, Jan. 5, 1912.
Leaders In New York estimated thu
the national reserves. In order to make started at once, and deliveries will be
Cutlcura, Soap and Ointment sold
sider themselves assured of one of the Sandias, will be drained by means of
:,000 sallora and 2,000 firemen and oilas good a showing as possible In the made early In September.
throughout the world. Sample of each
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TI mean? Is It air optical illusion, I wonhad been In the house five minutes, wrote, stating the facts of the ease, y
der? Why didn't Mary see it, too?"
snd observed that the ring was gone. denied having been within three miles
Tbe sign of the croan! Wbst bad
"Bo soon, sweetheart?"
of his office, and asked him to ex
he asked.
it not meant to the world! It spelled
Then Miss Carberry confessed. "It plain how he came In possession of
Itredemption.
The Idea associated
must have slipped off while ! slept," the ring. They did not see each othself In his mind wltb the thoughts of
waa so
she said. "I never, never would have er, because Miss Carberry
Innothe condemned man. Turner's
taken It off. But we have searched angry over his reply to her note that
cence was conjectural, but absolute
high and low and can't find It."
she refused to see him.
proof of his guilt had not been estabBreach Widens to Final Break.
Renewal of Affairs Moat Curious.
lished. Was It not better to pardon a
Mr. Ladd pretended that It did not
That quarrel was so serious that It
I man, even though he might be guilty
matter, but evidently he felt a little was
more than a year before they
of the basest of crimes, than to send
hurt. The girl Imagined that he waa poke
again, and the manner of the re
I
to his death an Innocent man? Any
I
YORK.
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lamer man
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T. ey parted In anday with MlH Jeanette ther explanation"
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By John H. Wamack
Carberrjr and threw a carat ger and she wrote a note breaking the
settled between him and bis maker, at
engagement
and both of them were
and a halt aolltatra diamond ring
the final reckoning.
far aa he could Into tha ratera of miserable.
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tha Atlantlo aome of tha spectators
ring
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Ladd
flashed and lank
and doesn't cost a bit more
his beautiful new home, his head Into his tired eyes. Suddenly he arose
aald, "Thank heaven It's gone," and ket, which Miss Carberry unwrapped
bowed in deep thought, while through and walked quickly to the telephone.
than ordinary kinds.
when she took tt out of the icebox.
Mlei Carberry alghed happily.
his great heart surged conflicting emo"Hello, Central," he called feverish
The act probably dispensed for all The girl, at the insistence ot her moth- It
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tions like warring waves in time
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wrote to Mr. Ladd, returning the
ly.
"Give me 8260, please.
time with the hoodooed engagement
storm. He had Just been visited by county
ring that four tlmei cauaed Mr. Ladd ring and stating that she had found
Jail? This Is the governor. I
Lilby, McNeill
the mother of Jim Turner, the man wish to speak to Sheriff Harvey at
to figure In broken engagements and it In a peculiar place and expressing
who at 6 o'clock that evening was to once. Yes, yes.
áLibby
Hello, that you,
Which Ave timee he placed upon the regret that Its loss had caused them
ot
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be
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for
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Yes. I want to speak ot Jim Turner. I1
a new cut diamond flashes.
apparently calm during the interview. Everything
ready, you say? Have tt
lone luckiest loving couple dallying her to forgive him and to wear the
but the woman's visit had shaken- his all stopped now. Jim Turner does not
In the and at Atlantic City iome time ring again.
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question
nerves,
had
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made
Ring
Engagement
Again Wore
die tonight. I'll be down in about an
dig up the solitaire tne nooaoo win
One always thinks there la a lot of
Justice of the law and caused him to hour. Yes. All right, good-by.As no one outside the
Immediate
main with the mermaids.
money to be made In any kind of busiJudgment.
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own
doubt
The story of the 111 luk that has family knew of the broken engageTbe governor wiped the perspira
"Governor," the woman had said, tion from hts brow, drew a deep ness that he Isn't In.
followed the ring and Its peculiar ad- ment, they kissed, made up, vowed
"If Jim Turner dies tonight, the soul breath and
ventures leads toward the realm of never again to allow such trivialities to
walked back to his chair
When In nned of a food laxative aire Gar- of an innocent man will whisper into where he sat silently tor a quarter ot Hold
No explanation mar their perfect haprlness. Miss Car
uncanny mysteries.
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whole
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ing the life of his gentle father, my
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And would ye partake of harvest's
must have been the work of some Hu"Pahdon me, sub, but Mistan Kress
He has been tried before wants to see you, sub."
husband.
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and
the
of
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They
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at luncheon.
Carlyle.
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Show him in, Charley."
pronounced guilty by a Jury ot twelve
In Principals.
little luncheon, and Miss Carberry and
Nothing Extraordinary
A
man almost rushed
'ignorant mountaineers; but the evi Into tbe room.
Standard of Sanity.
Mr. Ladd Is a New Yorker; that Is, Ladd both remember that she had the
dence produced against him Is almost
Shakespeare waa asked If Hamlet
ha has a business In New York but ring on her engagement finger when
'Governor," he exclaimed, "I've Just
God
and
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entirely
circumstantial,
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man
they
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the
the
Brooklyn,
down
was
sane.
resides in
received a telephone message to tbe
I swear that my noble boy Is Innocent
and
Miss Car- friend ot Mr. Ladd's entered
As sane as the Fourth of July, he
pect park south district.
effect that a revolver with a note tied
berry Uvea in the same neighborhood stopped at the table to speak to him, Ladd Finally Throws the Ring Into I would gladly give my own life to be to the handle waa found this momlng replied.
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to
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to
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with her parents, and
In the Turner woods, In a small ditch,
the Atlantic Ocean.
to take tbe unearned stain from
Blessed Sympathy.
no was assistant buyer for a big New proudly as his fiancee. Miss Carberry rlous than anything else. The details and
under a bunch of leaves. Tbe note
the name of Turner In this state.'
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was written by old man Turner, wbo
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complete,
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ment.
committed suicide. He was not mur humanizes men and women. To get
Interernor, and his political enemies bad dered by Jim Turner, his son. The Into real relations with an animal Is
Mr. Ladd has a small apartment and most Immediately, and as soon as the rather reticent In regard to the
Is
courtship.
It
In
their
made tbe most of the fact that already note spoke 'of heart trouble, and evi
It Is something
liberal education.
takes breakfast with a family named friend had passed on she whispered: mission
known, however, that he met a Miss during bis brief tenure of office he had dently the fear of death from the dis to be really interested even in a plant
Dlssppeared at Luncheon.
consisting of the father,
Brescher,
Mat MacCallum of Albany, that they rubbed the gallows of four men who, ease had driven the old man Insane. and to observe the working of Ufe In
"My ring! It's gone!"
mother, and one child, a boy of
There waa a quick search. The ring became engaged, and that be gave ber under the law, had been condemned to It's too late, I know. It Is nearly halt- - any sphere not our own. How much
twelve. While on friendly terms with
death. A pardoning governor, yes
past ( o'clock now. An Innocent man more when that life is directing a
the Breschers, It cannot be said that had disappeared, vanished completely. the engagement ring.
to merciful man, surely; a leader whose
Probably he became engaged
Ladd Is at all Intimate with them. He
personality which consciously looks
bad been hanged tonight."
Miss MacCallum while piqued over heart was as great as bis mind but
sees them at breakfast, but seldom at
been up to us and will love us It we will
has
'No
man
Innocent
losing Miss Carberry.
At any rate, was be allowing bis brain and his banged," calmly replied the governor.
any other time, as he lunches In New
let it! Christian Register.
Miss MacCallum wore the ring for heart to be ruled by a moral weak
York and usually dines in town and
reprieved Jim Turner an hour ago.
nearly a month. Then It disappeared
ness? Was be going to pardon this
eyes
returns to his apartment during the
His
Tbe visitor gasped.
Willing to Oblige.
mysteriously as It had done before. man who had been sentenced by the opened
tvenlng.
widely, and he sprang across
A story comes from a town where
or Judge to be banged by the neck until
was deceitful
The girl either
Their First Meeting.
the room and grasped the governor's
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rather frightened over the loss, and he was dead, for the murder of one hand excitedly. For a few minutes
Ladd met Miss Carberry In the fall
The glowing ad
small purchasers.
citizens of the state? the two men talked together.
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that she never bad cared enough tor to decide.
nounced In January, the date of their
for the county Jail.
rieties of fish preferred. One letter
him to marry him and that their enmarriage being set for June Í7. EviHe reviewed all the evidence In the
"By the way, governoi," said Kress,
read:
She case. Turner and his father were last
gagement bad been a mistake.
dently Ladd felt tolerably certain that
sa they started out of the library,
'I want two salmon, a dozen whit
did not mention the ring.
the "did you ever notice from this room
he would be accepted even before he
seen together strolling through
ing, a dozen fresh herring, some flounmade the formal proposal, as he adwoods, during the early autumn. The the strange effect produced by that
Ring Returns to Owner.
ders, and It you have them you can
mits that the week before they beThree days after be received the son came homealone, and an hour af screened window? 1 remember having add a lobster."
came engaged ha gave an order for a
MacCallum he re- terward his father's body was found. noticed It when I built the house. See
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from
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The next day the lady received a
by leaves.
pure white diamond solitaire and orA bullet bed
ceived a nice little note from Mini
that big cross on the moon? I supwhich ran:
pierced bis heart causing Instant pose It Is the manner in which the letter,
dered it set In a high ring of old red
Carberry. She thanked him for send"Dear Madam: Please send another
Ouinea gold.
ing the ring, showing her that In death. Tbe young man, Jim Turner, wires on the screen are crossed that dime and we will forward the fisherMiss Carberry first put on the ring
he still had returned home with a rifle which produces the effect See, it makes a man." Dallas News.
iplte of misunderstandings
the evening of January 7 when she acher. The ring, she said, was he and bis father had taken with them perfect cross. Isn't tt peculiar?
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cepted Mr. Ladd's proposal.
Into the woods. On the day previous
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his home on account of a misunderwore the ring proudly. The
was weary ot their foolish quarrel.
to his own peace
scientist whose views were very mastanding which bad arisen between and his mother and
Friday Mr. Ladd called to take her
Putzled and upset over the affair,
of mind, rushed over blm, he added
he
terialistic, and at aome remark
him
waa
hts
father.
and
That
but
all,
to the theater. She wore the ring
called upon her, and after be waa
"Thank God, I no
Ladd
breath:
his
under
It not enough? What further evl.
made on the origin of mankind, the
and distinctly remembered that after
ing convinced that there was no dence was necessary
temper tried beyond
t
and
prove young ticed It!"
lady
her
found
to
Mr. Ladd kissed her
and
danger he confessed everything
"I
Turner's guilt? And yet why did he
all bearing, so that she retorted:
started away she turned out tha light,
They agreed to be
was forgiven.
However, Qrocerymen Seldom Do.
not leave the rifle by the side of his
really don't care what you say. I be
and as she started to her boudoir she
and Ladd
In three weeks
South Side
a
walked
Into
married
man
A
In
kissed
we
corobody
are
and
father's
order that the
atopped on the staircase
In the Bible, and there
ago and lieve
Jokingly Insisted that a wedding ring ner's Jury might
return a possible ver grocery store a tew days
told that Adam waa tbe father of all
the ring. The following morning the
was necessary to hold that engage dict of suicide? On tbe other hand, called for the proprietor, relatea tbe
ring was missing.
living."
The owner was
ment ring on her finger.
bow could It have been suicide, when Kansas City Star.
really think you are mistaken.
Tha Ring Disappears.
man sat
Ring Found on Ladd's Desk.
no weapon waa found by the dead busy at the time, but tbe
Miss Carberry made a hasty search
with a smile, and so the subpatiently
until he was he said
waited
and
dropped.
of her room and her bed, then sum Ring Suddenly Turna Up In Package
ject
Two nights afterward the ring dis man? Who else could have committed through.
Introduced
man
Then
the
Meat.
ot
of
moned her mother, informed her
A few day later the lady, writing
appeared again, while she slept, MUs tbe crime, It not bis son? The elder himself, but the groceryman did not
the loss, and told her to take every It was not on the floor, on the table, Carberry insisted, and the following Turner had not had an enemy In the
to a bosom friend, told her of the oc
recall the name and could not remen
country.
man,
generous
a
was
He
thing In the room and hallway to
circling
a
twisted
and added: "I am too mortiIt
currence
day Ladd found
anywhere.
and one of the mildest and most for ber ever having seen him.
pieces and find the ring, as Mr. Ladd
the matter up
"Maybe you slipped It off for fear ipile of paper on his desk. On the
explained that fied, for I have looked
stranger
then
The
evening
bearing.
and
shot
some
one
Could
have
call
to
going
that
was
and It only aya that Eve was the
na: nai
Joe would see you were engaged," paper were two woras,
This could not be, several years ago he had sold the mother of all living, and so I don't
she would not want htm to know. Her suggested Ladd hopefully and tact written In a large, ' bold hand, and blm sccldentally?
store keeper a load of melons which
the only for the shot had been accurate. Sureknow whether to write to the profesthose two words furnish
top,
fully.
ly tt was premeditated.
Tbe bullet had all the large ones placed on
sor or not."
Indignantly
denied clew to the mystery.
Miss Carberry
Tbe grocer could not remember the
bad
passing
the
entire
entered
bean,
Instead of writing Ladd went direct
was In
this, and called his attention to the
Incident, but the stranger
ly through that organ, and the cloth
GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
fact that she bad been proud when to the home of his fiancee and de- ing over the wound waa powder- - sistent and said he wanted to make
were
she
whether
know
to
manded
They
Introduced
his
fiancee.
he
ber as
retribution, as be had been converted So Medicine 8o Beneficial to Brain
shooting
must
therefore
the
burned,
parted with Increased coldness. Ladd trifling with him. The result was have been
and Nerves.
at close range. Yet the snd the matter had alwaya bothered
and a separation
said he was glad the ring was lost, but another quarrel
young man bad been seen and spoken him. The conversation finally ended
parted,
Miss
they
and
tears,
more
grocer
a dollar.
he did not say It as If he meant it
awake nights makes tt hard
to when he and bis father bad entered by tbe man paying tbe
Another misunderstanding
that lasted Carberry declaring she never wanted the woods and he had returned with
As he walked out the storekeeper
to keep awake and do things In day
pocket
his
from
handkerchief
for weeks resulted, and then there to see his face again. He stood It a the rifle
a
pulled
take "tonics and stimulants"
To
time.
And Turner was no tool.
month, then wrote, begging forgive This waa the puzzling part of the af and wiped his brow, exclaiming:
waa a quarrel, and the engagement
under such circumstances Is like set
1 aver
ness. After proper time he was per fair. Surely, or at least possibly,
would
was broken again.
world
the
What in
ting the house on fire to see It you
The day after the breaking ot the mitted to call to "explain.
can put it out
there was another explanation, if it do If I got religion that bad?"
time.
engagement the ring made its reap
Ladd proved resourceful that
The right kind of food promotes re
could be found. However, the courts
ring,
engagement
Horse,
new
a
brought
a
In
pearance.
He
Bronze
Carberry
Muzxle
found it
Miss
To
freshing sleep at night and a wide
had given the accused man the benefit
an envelope on her desk at borne. She and he pledged himself to throw the of every plausible doubt and still he
To keeo sparrows from nesting in awake Individual during tbe day.
waited almost a month before she no other away It she would accept him bad been found guilty.
the mouth of the horse surmounted by
A lady changed from her old way of
at the B9th eating Grape-Nuts- ,
tified Ladd of the recovery of the ring. again. She agreed that If the new
and says:
Suddenly the governor
lifted bis Gen. Tecumseh Sherman
Although both had been so positive ring would remain on her finger for bead and looked out through the win street and 6th avenue entrance to Cen
"For about three years 1 had been
that she wore it at the luncheon, they two months she would marry him and dow screen at tbe early rising moon tral Park, New York, It may be necea
from Indigestion.
great sufferer
agreed they must have been mis they would know that the other ring Did his eyes deceive him? What was sarv to place a muzzle on tne steea. After trying several kinds of medicine,
their
of
eaves
the
protect
waa hoodooed.
taken.
the doctor would ask me to drop oft
this he saw? Across tbe great orb, ex- Farmers
netting, and that potatoes, then meat, and so on, but In
the new ring tondlng above
For two months
That time Miss Carberry wore the
and below It, shone 1 houses with wire
ring exactly seven days, and waa so sparkled on the third finger of her brilliant cross, the emblem of Cal seems to be tbe only solution of ths I few days that craving, gnawing feelcareful that she placed a tight guard left hand. Then the date was Bet vary, the sign of tbe death of one who nroblem for the park department.
ing would start up, and I would vomit
ring above it on her engagement and a short time ago they ran down had pardoned his cruclfiers.
Park employes have noticed the sverythlng I ate and drank.
the statue, but un
flitting
about
linger. On the seventh day, a Sunday, to Atlantic City for a little outing and
birds
votn-'tln-g
"When I started on Grape-Nuts- ,
governor
was
superstitious.
not
The
she went to spend the day with some threw away the hoodooed ring that Again and again he looked In wontil yesterday never gave any attention
stopped, and the bloated feeling
to.
string
up
long
A
were
they
friends.
what
had caused them so much trouble.
which was so distressing disappeared
Tbo ' cross still shone to
dderment.
In the mouth of a sparrow that alight
Guard Ring Remains on Fnger,
entirely.
clearly across the yellow moon.
ot the horse and hop- Solving the Old Problem.
After dinner, late in the afternoon,
"My mother was very much bothered
"Mary," he called suddenly, and al- ed ou the head
at
s
attracted
the
throat
was
his
Llpton
Inside
with
When Sir Thomas
she went to a room upstairs
with diarrhoea before commencing the
most Immediately bis beautiful daugh ned
person, and Grape-Nuttention of a sharp-eyethree other girls to prepare to
small boy In Scotland, be dropped into ter stood In tbe doorway.
because her stomach waa
Immediately It waa discovered that In so weak she could not digest her food.
church one Sunday morning and
turn to the city, and the ring disap
"Where have you been, child?"
a
nest.
was
directly
horse
of
pew
the
a
In
the throat
peared. Oddly enough, the guard ring was put by himself
food she la
Since using Grape-Nut- s
"On the veranda,
was on the finger, and so far as she In front of the minlBter, who preach
well, and saya she don't think she
Tbe moon Is
rather
Dock for Submarines.
could recall, It never bad been oft. ed a sermon on the text, "Ara I my lovely tonight, don't you think?'
could do without It.
The great Italian shipbuilding plsnt
Sha was almost frantic with anxiety, brother's keeper?"
"Yes," said tbe governor, "it is beau- "It Is a great brain restorer and
Finds Ring In a Sealed Envelope.
at Hnezla has constructed a very un nerve builder, for 1 can sleep aa sound
The parson, who was unusually elo tlful."
fearing another break in 'her engage
floating dock of
Ingenious
aoout
lor
and
on
theme
usual
talked
quent,
this
In
ment
golden,"
she
and undUturbed after a supper ot
mother searched for several hoars
"It never seemed so
She determined to make every ef forty minutes, and finally worked up went on. "How soft and sweet the cylindrical construction In which sub Grape-Nut- s
as In the old days when I
vainMiss Carberry returned from
presgiven
external
kept
can
be
He
his
remsrks.
of
could not realize what they meant by
the office and together they searched fort to recover the ring, and not let to tha climax directly on the little night Is! Can't you come out a while marines
overhaul
docked
for
or
be
fixed
gaze
sure
tests
ot
disappear
third
Its
his
know
Mr.
Ladd
There Is no medithe entire house. The girl was mota 'bad stomach.'
with me, father !'
ing or repair. A description of the cine so beneficial to nerves and brain
ance until Tuesday evening, when he Llpton, who began to fidget and look
tilled and distressed.
"In a few minutes, perhaps, dear
Popular
Me
appears
In
At last, after an
a good night's sleep, such as yon
Instead ot telling Mr. Ladd, she tel. was to call. He did not call Tuesday very
aa
not Just now. I only wished to know nvllnder
"Tbe provision
outpouring
of long
Instead there came a cool overwhelming
ephontd him that she was sick and for evening.
can enjoy after eating Grape-Nuts.where you were. I had not seen you chanics, which states:
eyes biasot external pressure test
him to come the following night. She little note asking her to explain why words, the minister, his
for such a long time, almost three of a means
Name given by Postum Co., liattle
away
gesture
with
the necessity
and shouted hours."
which does
remained at home from the office and she had left the ring on his desk and ing, made a quick
Creek, Mlcb,
diving tests, is, of course,
deep-se- a
searched the house again. That eve- It she was desirous of breaking the en at the boy:
Her rippling laughter floated back of
Look In pkga. for the fanous little
keeper?"
of the floating cylinbrother's
purpose
my
I
say
main
so
and
"Am
not
why
she
did
the
gagement
room.
hoped
came.
would
the
skipped
he
from
She
Ladd
ning
to hlra as she
book, "The Road to Wellville."
repair and overLlpton could stand the strain nc
not observe the tact that the ring was have It over with Instead of indulging
"She did not notice It," said the drical dock, as the
the above letter? A ew
longer, and replied, In a meek voice: governor to himself. "It seems to be hauling of submarines can be carried one eppra from time to time. Too?
missing, but as luck would have It in trickery with the ring.
troo, aaa tell of Iimis
or
drydock"
Popular
Magaslne.
of
type
ordinary
The
sir."
In
the
angry.
"No,
She
on
ber
made
note
It
The
before
does
he
hand
to
kiss her
he tried
there only for me. What
latoront.
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Notice of Contest

Department

Notice of Contest
Department ot the Interior,
n
U. S. Land Office at Cly too,- - H. M.

of the Interior,

C. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Mora County Publishing Co.
INCORPORATED

"

.

ROY. NEW MEXICO

r

:
'
'
N. M., Contestee:
June 18, 1912.
You are hereby notified that Olgj
To John O. Garrett of Ponil Park,
E. Nelson who gives Roy, New Mnl
N. M., Contestee:
e
address, did on June
You ire hereby notified that Olga as her
E. Nelson, who gives Roy, Mora 17, 1912, file in this office her duly

Tw
Entered u
matter at County, New Mexico, as her postoffice
address, did on June 17th, 1912, file In
the postoffice In Roy, N. M.
this office her duly corroborated application to contost and secure the
HUMOR OF THEIR OWN MAKE cancellation of your homestead, Entry
Serial Number ODOttl made September
No Profession, Trade or Industry But 7lh, 100ÍI, for the N SE t and 8 Wl
Has Its Own Technical
SEJ Section 14, Township 21 North
Sistcri.t!

$1.50

second-clas-

s

East,

Range

Jokes.

'

Before Fencing

'

June 18, 1913.
To Frank E. Gough of Ponil Park4

GET OUR PRICES ON

corroborated application to contest
and secure the cancellation of your
Homestead Entry, No. 09089, made
Sept. 7, 1909, for the SWJ Section 14,
Township 21 North Range 27 E-- , N;
M. P; Meridian, and as grounds for
her contest she alleges that the said
Frank E. Gough has wholly failed to
comply with the law under which he is
seeking title; that he has wholly abandoned his said H. E. ; that he has failed to reside upon, cultivate or improve the same; that the above mentioned defects exist and have existed
for more than two years last past
and up to the date hereof.

American Glidden Barb Wire, Painted or
Galvanized. American Special Barb Wire
Galvanized. American Woven Wire Fence,
in 20 or 40 rod rolls. Galvanized Poultry
Netting, 1" or 2" mesh. Fence Staples,
Wire Stretchers and Pliers.
:
:
:
In Fact Everything in the Fencing Line

27
N. M. P.
Meridian, and as grounds for her
There Is Mrdljr a profession, trade contest she alleges that said John O.
or Industry nowadays that does not Garrett has wholly abandoned his
have a periodical or organ ot Its own.
homestead entry; that he haa wholly
And few, Indeed, are the publications
failed to comply with the law under
of this kind that do not devote a weekly or monthly page to the "lighter which he is seeking title; that he has
failed to reside upon cultivate or iuv
side" of the brunches of huían activity to which they are devoted. This prove the same; that the above men 11)11.)
You are, therefore, further notified
technical humor haa a twofold Interest tioned defects exist and have existed
for the layman, that of the Jokes and for more than two years last past and that the said allegations will be taken
anecdotes he can appreciate on the up to the date hereof.
by this office as having been confessed
one hand and that of those which are
You are, therefore, further notified by you, and your said entry will be
Incomprehensible to him on the other.
that the said allegations will be taken canceled thereunder without your fur
He finds no difficulty, for Instance,
by this office as having been confessed ther i ight to be heard therein, either
In the familiar anecdote of the bank
president's daughter who, on being by. you, and your said entry will be before this office or on appeal, If you
Informed that her account was over- canceled thereunder without further tail to file in this office within twenty
drawn, severely told the paying teller right to be heard therein, either be- days after the FOURTH publication of.
"not to let it happen again or she fore this office or on appeal, if you this notice, as shown below your anwould have to speak to papa about It;" (ail to file in this office within twenty swer, under oath, specifically meeting
but he would very likely be unable to days after the FOURTH publication and responding to these allegations
see the humor of a banking story of this notice, as shown below, your of contest, or if you fail within that
whose point lay In some detail of the
answer, under oath, specifically meet- time to file in this office due proof that
routine of the clearing house. And yet
you have served a copy of your anthe latter might be by far the better ing and responding to these allegaof the two. The tun of the story of tions of contest, or if you fall within swer on the said contestant either in
the new boy In the machine shop who that time to file in this office due proof person or by registered mail. If this
Is told to fetch a bucket ot steam from that you have served a copy of your service is made by the delivery of a
the engine room is obvious .enough, answer on the raid contestant either copy of your answer to the contestant
but that of an anecdoto turning on In person or by registered mall. If in person, proof of such service must
ecme technical point of machine con- this service is made by the delivery of lie either the said contestant's written
struction will appeal only to the ini- a copy of your answer to the contest acknowledgment of his receipt ot tho
tiate.- Medicine has Its strictly proant in person, proof of such service copy, showing the date of its receipt,
fessional anecdotes of sickroom, consulting room and operating room, must be either the said contestant's or the affidavit of the person by whom
muny of which would be grisly to written acknowledgment of his receipt the delivery was made stating when
the layman If he amid grasp their of the cop) , showing the date of its and whore the copy was delivered; if
meaning; but it has also, for his receipt, or the affidavit of the person made by registered mall, proof of
amusement, Its tales of the smazing by whom the delivery was made stat such service must consist of the affimisinterpretations of medical direc- ing when and where the copy was de davit of tho person by whom the copy
patients, livered;
tions by the unsophisticated
if made by registered mail, was mulled stating when and the postchiefly of Irish and Qerman nativity.
ónico to which it was mailed, and this
The church and the law, the arts and proof of such service must consist of
the sciences all have this double form the atlidavit of the person by whom affidavit must be accompanied by the
tho copy was mailed stating when and postmaster's receipt for the letter.
of humor. No doubt even the underYou should state in your answer
taker's shop has Us fund of anecdote. the postollli'e to which It was mailed,
One willingly takes It for granted.
to which
and tills affidavit nnut be accompanied the name of the
The body of humor keeps close step br the postmaster's recjipt for the you desire future notices to be sent to
with progress and development in all letter.
you.
the professions, trades and industries.
Manuel Martinez,
You should state in your answer
The humorous columns ot their or- tho name of the postoflice to which
Receiver.
gans are there to prove It. No doubt
Dale of 1st publication June 22,1912
d -- ire future notices to be sent to
aviation has already developed a fund you
"
"
2nd
you.
"29,1912.
ot technical anecdotes of Its own.
" 3rd
"
July 6, 11112
Manuel Martir.t;:, Receiver.
"
411'
" 13, 1912.
Date of 1st publication, June 22 11112
"
" "2d
CUTTING
DOWN THE FLESH
June 2,

Heroic Struggles of a Fat Man Who
Thought the 6cales Were
Deceiving Him.

I have about come to the conclusion
that the good Lord Intended Borne ot
bis creatures to he fat and some thin,

" "
' "

3d

"

July

0,

4lh

"

"

13,

Public Forum

1,I

Make Our Store Your Headquarters
During the 4th of July Celebration.
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Roy, New Mexico

Relics of Past Grace.
Nothing la too queer to happen In
orne cornor of New York, says the
press of that city. Tho other day a
business women took a room at what
small,
appeared to be an ordinary,
quiet family hotel on West Forty-fourtstreet. The morning after her
arrival she notived a "Utile old man sitting In the long hall which ran by the
double parlors.
Another man came
downstairs
and the little old chap
jumped up and Joined him, and together they went Into the hack parlor.
Strolling down the hall, she happen
ed to glance through the open door of
the back parlor. There she Baw the
two men on their knees at a couch,
fervently praying aloud. The business
woman poseed her hand across her
p:e
MINCE
brow. "Have 1 got 'em?" she murIt Might Piy Thou Who Declare It U mured, "or have I got Into the foolish
house?"
Wrong to Try It for
Later she discovered that the hotel
Awhile.
had in former years been a "home"
When our Puritan ancestors wished connected with a church, and that although It long since passed under seotO thmW th
lu.t tnit.h nt r.
01
gloom Into the blue laws they enacted
to wit; "That no one shall make mince
pics, or play any Instrument, except
the trumpet, drum, and
"
As
a means of mortifying the flesh ami
throwing a damper on the Joys of tho 1
Verv
world this prohibition of mince pies
It lea very serious matter to ask B
was ever regarded as more effective
for one medicine and have the K
than placing the aforementioned musical Instruments
wrong one given you. For this H
ln unskilled hands.
It afforded almost as much quiet
reason wo urge you in buying to K
pleasure to the early New England
bo careful to get the genuino
conscience as refusing food ond ioda
Ing "to QuakerB and other hereBLAcr-dÍraugii- T
tics"
When the reaction set In It followed the pendulous law of reforms and
Liver Medicine
swung Just ns far the other wnv.
The reputation of this old. rolla
The skill In the making of mince plot
ble medicine, for constipation, inbecame the very touchstone of good
digestion and liver trouble, is firmcitizenship.
The reclpos always enu- ly established. It docs not imitate
merated the brandy anil the currants
otner medicines, it ia better than
and the raisins first, and then, as a
others, or it would not be the fasort of afterthought, made casual men-tlovorite liver powder, with a larger
that a little "finely cut meat"
sue man au otners combined.
might Improve the mlncc.
SOLD IN TOWN
Fa
But the uncongenial environment un.
der which the mince pie was born left
Fortune Frcm Small Invention.
upon It a superstitious tradition that It
Tho m&n who was born too early to
was not altogether
wholesome
In
spite of the increasing number of peo- wear, as a boy, red top boots with a
ple who survive a second homing this brass tip across the toe was also born
prejudice obtains here and there unto too early to feel the true thing in the
Sliver-thorway of pride run rampant.
the present time.
brass tips, they were called, and
they were most serviceable in preventing holes in the toes. Sllverthorn made
bis fortune out of them.
FOR SALE

regardless of medicines and
(All communications must boar
Infallible cures, writes a western
mnn. For a long while I tried all the the signaluro of the writer, but
illegod obesity cures and none of the
name will not bo published
them did me any good. Then I deterhero such request is made.
mined to starvo myself and talle lots
3f exerci30.
Publication
of communication
All my lite I had been a lover of loos not moan
indorsement of the
good eating, and counted that day
lost on which I did not consume for same, but the columns of this
my dinner the better part of a sirloin paper are open to all who vU!; to
steak as thick as a darky's foot, with express
themselves on public
For breakfast I
all the trimmings.
UBually deetroyed a platter of cakes, matters of local interest, provid
three eggs and no end of
ing their expression does not
bacon, besides fruits and two cups of violate good
taste and tho ethics
coffee.
This lifelong system I abandoned of publicity.)
for an entire month, cutting out all
the meat and about all the vegetables,
a piece of toast and glass of milk tak
LOST
ing the place of my morning meals
and a little rice being the chief Item
Two pipe wrenches between
on the meager dinner bill of fare.
Lunch I omitted wholly. In addition Roy and Pleasant View. Return
I walked at least six miles every day to Bautn Bros, and receive reward
and did all sorts of stunts In my room -- It. W. Mitchell.
with a gymnasium outfit Prior to
going to bed I perpetrated all sorts
ot muscular contortions and rolled
on the floor till my body was bruised,
At the end of thirty days I felt fit
Climbing for Cat..
foot-racor go In
to run a three-ml',A boy in northern Michigan was out
the ring with the champion. About bunting and Baw two cats up a tree.
this time It occurred to me that 1 Tile family needed a pussy about, and
ought to get weighed and I made a :o
he laid down his gun and took a
bee line for the scales. My grocer
c'.umb. What he didn't know until too
eured me that they were correct to
was that the anlmnlB were wildlate
nn ounce, hut they showed I had
cats. Before he could lay hold of the
pained 14 pounds in the period of my
cats they laid hold of him, and the
Exchange.
abstinence.
doctor who attended his hurts counted up 41 bites and scratches.
In hunt-lufor cats be careful that vou don't
n:et the wrnnc hrpnrt
a monern lype.
iuey are usually oi a wtnrui iau
DORS. With flft.h knnt Ann hv tha ma..
,
nuunoiu rniio.opn.r.
ima- - th r
there Is the perpetual hint of hard-- 1 "Strange what a difference there Is,"
the
houcl1' philosopher,
uii
In
nesB
their faces; their apparel Is
good, hut their mannert tween ,hl"g' we need ani ,nlng w
w,nL
are ungentle, their voices harsh and
V"'" m,nr Maft we need
discontented; there is no light in their ln tne hou,e' but ne,er caI1 tai tb
eye, no charm or softness In their money for, while somehow, we can al
ways And the money for things
we
presence.
They are fitting mates,
pagans who want that we personally fancy."
for the
are overrunning the earth, but hardly suitable nurses for a generation
Infant Mortality.
Infant mortality Is the most
which must redeem ua from materialwe possess of social wel
index
If
ism,
Indeed we are to be redeemed.
Facing them, one wonders if race sui- fare of sanitary administration, especide la not one of nature's merciful de- cially under urban conditions. A heavy
vices.
How should they or their off- infant mortality Implies A heavier
spring ever replace our oldfa3hlcned líoath rato up to five years of age
lady?
Yet they are the natural prod- and right up to adult life the districts
uct of ir.uuij ot our modem wealth, suffering from a heavy child mortality
as she was the nature! product of the have higher death rates than the dis
comfortable- life ot a ceneratlcn of two tricts whose Infant mortality Is low.
Neusholme ln the National Food H aga
ago. The Atlantic,
tina.

hrn.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Country Produce Bought
and Sold. Old Homestead and U. S. Flour. : :

STÍLL WE

well, one room adobe house, all
good farming land. Will sell cheap
Joe Brown,
Sanchez, N. M.

Have Good Appetite.
The six elephant seals at the Aquarium consumed In the last month about
a ton of food; to be enact, 7,051
pounds of codfish, herring and weak-fish- ,
or approximately ten pounds and
halt for each dally. As might be
expectel of creatures with such appe
tites, thi elephant seals are thriving
and growing, New York Sun.

safe,
Our officers are experienced bankers.
The principles of conservative bánking which
have governed us in the past will shape our
future policy.

If you are not a patron of this bank, let this be your
invitation to become one.

Roy Trust & Savings Bank
H.

B.

Body Blow.
A Maryland
man eloped wllh hit
wcetheart's twin by mistake, ami li
now happy. This will be a body blow
fcr the
Cleveland Plain
Dealer.

Cost is
gency Relief Benefit.
$0.00 per year. No other Dues
nor Assessments. MEN ond
WOMEN between ages 16 to C5
are accepted. Reliable Company
with $100,000.00 State Deposit
for the protection of Policy-holers and toguarautee the payment
of claims. Write for further In
formation giving your age, sex
and occupation. Address Dept.
441 American Registry Company ,
Erie, Pa.

JONES,

PmMt

C.

L JUSTICE, Ci,li.r

E

J.

1

J
A. S. BUSHKEV1TZ

pres. ano gen. manager

H. BOY

BEC'Y

AND

TRRAS.

Roy Telephone Company
(INCORPORATED)

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

'

Do your business by phone and get your answer
time and save telegraphic delays.

EXCHANGES

at

same

AT

ROY, N. M. and SPRINGER, N. M.
Private Une

Local Reiidbrica
$1.50 per no.

Local Butineis
$2.50 per mo.

(3.00 per mo.

Southwestern Hotel

$2,000,00 DEATH
BENEFIT.
$15.00 Weekly for Accident or
Sickness; U. 000 for loss of limb
or eyesight; $100,00 for Emer-

!

We are a growing, active,
Bank.
Your áccount will always be appreciated by the
bank and your interests will always be considered.
Our funds are guarded by a modern, burglar-proo- f

ncrcs in tho T.

under fence, gocd

GROW

MEALS

GOOD

QUICK SERVICE
Special Attention Paid to the Traveling Public

West Side of Depot,

EE

3

Roy, N. M.

t

LOCAL AGENT
Am in position to represent clients in
U. S. land matters.

Call and see me

and get advice.

, :

E. J. H. ROY,

:

Ex--

:
U.

:

:

S. Com.

fiOTHSCHILM

HF

THE

EAST

Mitsui Family of Jipan u PamM tor
j .; Uneulll Honor of Thalr
Name.
Tha Mitsui famllr of Japan have
n Dallad tlx Rothichllda
of tha
East; but while tha fama ot tha
r'
baa fona abroad orar tha world,
tars tha Atlantic Monthly, tha Hit
aula
unremained
practically
known axoapt to a few western
wbo bare had extensive dealing with the Orient .
The European family owea It! great
renown to the fact that for a centurr
there baa been no slightest ataln up
on hi commercial honor. Rut Hi career, It should bo remembered,
baa
Been pawed in a world where busi
ness Itself haa been held In honor;
while the Mltaula, engaged In a nur- ault utterly condemned by public
for three ctnturlea, In eplte of
tbe demoralizing Influence of the 10
clal ban, have been trusted by government and people alike and hare kept
the honor of their name unstained.
Now, thanka to the new aplrlt ant- mating the nation, they no longer
atana ao conspicuously alone.
Other great commercial families are
being ranged with this one, their mem-- !
bera not only enrolled .amung the
peers of the realm, but rankim with
tha merchant princes of the west as
elponents of all tbat Is conorablo In
the conduct of mercantile affaire. To
their number are yearly being added
many of the Samlral, or nightly chlv- alry of old, who once acorced all con-- !
tact with trade, but who are now re-- j
turning to bring to the rescue of their
country the fine serine of honor Id
which they were educated under tha
ancient regime. That they will even-- j
tually succeed In their task, backed
al they are by tbe Instinct of common
honesty pervading the rank and Ble,
thore can be no manner of doubt.
'

Mr. FARMER

hta

WE
HAVE
IT

.

IN STOCK!
When! You Need It!
Seasonable Merchandise,
Reasonable Merchandise!

HER DINING ROOM FURNITURE
How the
and
Rosa Bonheur Helped
Young Wife.

Mowers, Rakes, Header Forks, Garden Hoes,

Potato-Fork- s,

Cattle Yokes, Scythes, Grind Stones, Cotton-SweepCultivators, Plow Handles, Plow Single trees
and Double trees, Chain Harness, Harness sundries,
Post-hol- e
Diggers, Wire Stretchers, Clevises, Gauge-WheelTwo-ma- n
Saws.

s,

s,

All

Kinds

of Harvest Tools.

Fl oersheim Merc. Co.
Roy, N.

Mr

Gifted

TVe are not brothers for nothing,"
rtosa Bonheur once wrote in Jesting
affection to her brother Isidore; and
In truth the wonderful, quaint, boyish
llttlo woman, wllh her bright eyes,
cropped curls and breezy ways, was
almost more a brotherly chum than a
sister to the "Dodore" whom she ao
dearly loved. Much ot the time on
her country estate, in her studio and
among her nnimala, wild and tamo,
she wore the masculine
costume
which her manner of life required, to
wear which she had with one other
woman, a famous eiplorer and arche-ologlreceived express permission
from the French government
Yet
this very mannish little person was
fur from unwomanly in her sympathies; and her latest biography records a pretty Incident related by her
friend, Joseph Verdler, the landscape
painter,
"One evening she was dining with
me and some friends.
Among the
friends was a young lady recently mar-liewho gave us an account of the
furnishing of her house.
All the
rooms were furnlBhed except the dining room; for this last her husband
could not yet give her the money, and
she was compelled to hold her little receptions In her sleeping room.
"After dinner Rosa asked me for a
large sheet of drawing paper, and
whllo wo were talking she sketched
a delightful bunting scene, which she
signed with her full name. Then, un
der cover of a general conversation on
music, while tea was being served, she
approached tha young wife, and said
to herr
"'Take this picture to Tedesco on
your return to Paris and he will give
you at least 1.600 franca for It , . .
Then you will be able to furnish your
dining room.' "Youth's Companion.

Notice of Master Sale.

t

In pursuance of
judgment and
decree of foreclosure and sale rendered in tha District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the
State of New Mexico, within and for
the County of Mors, cn the 15th day
of May, 1912, in a certain cause numbered 2112 therein pending, wherein
Bo; Trust and Savings Bank, a corporation, is plaintiff, and Leandro
Archuleta and Juanita Branch Archuleta, are defendants; said action being a suit to foreclose a certain mort-

PROFESSIONAL

L

Dr.

R. BEEBE

Physician & Surgeon
Coaatrr Calk Promptly Amweni
SOLANO,

MEXICO

NEW

W. R. HOLLY

Attorney-at-La- w
gage executed by the defendant Leandro Archuleta to the plaintiff, and In
Practices In Stale
nd
Federal Courts. :: :: :: ::
which action the plaintiff obtained
judgment against the defendant LeN.
andro Archuleta, which remains unpaid, in the sum of S85.65, together
with interest thereon at the rate of 12
per cent per annum from said 15th
day of May, 1012, until paid, and all Modern Equipment,
Largest
Coil in N.
costs of suit and foreclosure and Bale
Graduate Nurses.
of the mortgaged premises hereinafter
described:
.
Drs. Noble & Doughty,

Springer,

Mex.

Tucumcari Hospital

NOW THEREFORE,
NOTICE IS
HEREI1Y GIVEN,
That I, F. M.
Hughes, speolal master heretofore
appointed by the court herein, will on
Sat. the 17th day of Aug. 1912, at 2
o'clock In the afternoon of said day,
In front of the
on the ' street
post office in Roy, Mora County.N.M.
sell at public auction to the highest
bidder for cash the following des
cribed real estate situate, lying and
being In Mora County New Mexico,

TUCUMCARI,

:

:

II.

N.iM

T. F. SELF
Physician and Surgeon
(Office InBushkevltz

Block

ROY, NEW MEXICO

The southeast quarter (J) of the
quarter (i) of section
Southwest
twenty-seve- n
(27), and the north half
(t) of the northwest quarter (J) of
M. H. KOCH
(34), and the north
section thirty-fou- r
east quarter (i) of the northeast Funeral Director
Licensed Embalaer
quarter (I) of eeüon (33), all in
TUCUMCARI, N. H.
township twenty (20) north of range PHONE 116
i i
twenty-8(2() east, N. M. P. M.,
containing IliO acres, together with nil
tbe improvements thereon.
That the total amount due the plain
tiff at the date of sale, exclusive of
costs of sale, will be $8811.00, and that
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
I will apply the proceeds of sale to
Practices In All Courts
the payment of said judgment and
costs.
Land Cases a Specialty
F. M. Huohf.s,
SOLANO,
N. M
Special Master.
C. E. McGlnnls, Attorney for Plaintiff, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.

D. S. DURRIN

Report of the Roy Trust
and Savings Bank
Of Roy, New Mexico, as rendered to the State Bank Examiner
at the close of business June
29th, 1912.
RESOURCES
$49,823.71
Loans and discounts
32.57
Overdrafts
3,732.50
Real estate & furniture
Accrued interest, taxes, and
2,204.62
expenses paid
10,497.71
Cash and sight exchange....

A. S. HANSON
Notary Pl'iilio
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
KOY,

NEW MEXICO

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Bushkevitz Building

$110,291.11

LIABILITIES
Capital stock, fully paid
Deposita,
Bills payable

ROY, NEW MEXICO
15,000.00
30,291.11

Phone 552

$21,000,00

itt,2Sl.ll

I, C. L. Justice, Cashier of the
do
solemnly
above named bank,
swear that the above statement is
a
true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Mrs. Ida Church, Prop.
C. L. Justice,
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
Cashier.
Agency for
Correct Attest:
EFFECTS OF DRINKING TEA H. B. Jones
C. E. McGinnis
Always on Hand
rn lur.s. CONTESTS PROOFS
Laundry-Baske- t
Consumer of High Quality Teaa Rune C. L. Justice
AND ETC.
Meals and Short Orders
Directors.
Least Risk of Digestive DisOut
Every Monday
Goes
turbance,
Subset ibed and sworn to before me
Office ia Great Western Com- NEW MEXICO
ROY,
this 6th day of July, 1012.
NEW MEXICO
ROY,
i.s;Ual Building.
The Lancet publishes a concluding
Jacob Floersheim,
article upon tea which sums up the
Public.
Notary
t
:
New Mex.
Roy,
t
results of an investigation Into the sub
ject under the title of "The Chem
istry, physiology and Esthetics of a
S.
All Persons Joining Suit
Cup ot Tea."
Tho suggestion that an Infusion of
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Club are Entitled to
Homestead Lodge, No. 46
good tea consists chiefly of caffeine
havo SIX SUITS Cleantnnnato is confirmed. It Is pointed out
Practices in the Justice,
I. O. O. F.
that when caffeine and tannin are In a
Probate and Land Courts
Meets every Wednetday evening at
ed a Month, at the prico
being
in
combination,
state
of
neither
Her
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
Lady in Gcodwaier Describes
and County Commissfree Btate. tho harmful astringont
the
Payof
$1.50
Month
always
welcome
member
Vbltlnf
Distressing Experience and
:
:
:
:
qualities of the tannin disappear and
ioners.
C. L. Justice.
We O. Johnson
able in Advance, or with
the bitter taate of (roe caffeine la not
Secretary.
Noble Grand.
Tells How She Was
perceptible.
Your First Work Done.
Finally Relieved.
The teaa of high quality yield aa a
O. K. ANDERSON k SON, Props
rule a simple infusion of caffeine
of
Woodmen
All Classes oí Machino Work,
Ooodwater, Mo. ''Ever since I was
not of caffeine or of tannin. Such
NEW MEXICO
ROY,
the World
teas must be regarded aa the most de
little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramorc,
Automobile Work, General
physiological point of
sirable from
was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
Blacksmitliing, Heavy Forgrlew. It Is interesting to find that aa
I suffered misery alter eating, and had
Cedar Stump
ing, Horse Shoeing. Estia rule the export taster picks out terrible heartburn.
these teaa aa teaa of high quality.
Camp
mates Given on Pipes and
I thought I had o suffer this way as
Good teas, In short, according to thla
as I lived, but when 1 began to take
Pumps for Wolls
inquiry, are those which on a five min- long
in small
P. UPTON
ute infusion yield only caffeine In the Thcdford's
Camp meets last Thursday of each
form of caffeine tannate to the In- doses, every night, the heartburn was all
month during summer months.
Solano,
few days, and I could eat
i i New Mexico
fusion and bad or indifferent teas are gone in
W. P. Tindall,
those which yield on lnfualon a tea without distress.
Council Commander.
All work Guaranteed
tanI
all,
packages
containing,
small
and
in
to
caffeine
took two
in addition
M. D. Gibbs, Clerk.
BKBBBBasaBI
nate, either caffeine or tannin, but es- although that was some time ago, the
pecially tannin, In excess.
A good dyspepsia has not returned.
Variety Machine Work
tea may be made a bad tea, but n bad
I speak a good word for Thcdford's
Modern Woodmen
tea can not be made a good tea exwhenever I have the opNEW MEX.
ROY, --.
of America
D.
R. cept perhapa by very skilful blending. portunity."
Everything in land matters-Fili- ngs,
Excessive Infusion will spoil a good
It eating causes distress, we urge you
Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M. tea, but eren a abort Infusion of a
Contests, fronts and
8d.
and
Friday evening of each bad tea may be aa objectionable as to try Thedford's
It
1st
month, Visiting members always weletc.
cleanses the system, helps the stomach to
a good tea.
an
Infusion
excessive
of
come.
On physiological grounds, therefore, digest its food, regulates the bowels, and
Carload of Barb Wire, woven
Land Business of all Kind
third
me oonsuinar of high quality teaa runa stimulates the liver.
Mrs. Gussie Floersheim, N. G.
wire, and poult ry netting just re Tuesday in every month.
less risk of digestive disturbance
It acts gently and is without bad after
A. H. Karns. Council.
Miss Alma Kitchell, Sec'y.
the tea is made properly.
effects. Try it. Price 25c
L. E. Aldridge, Clerk.
ceived at Goodman's.

F. H, FOSTER

Restaurant & Bakery

United States
Commissioner

FRESH BREAD,
CAKES and PIES

JOIN THE SUIT

THE

ROY

BARBER SHOP
White Swan

..CLUB..

Steam

Suits Cleaned and
pressed For 25c.

LARAMQRE

MRS.

TELLS

Variety Machine

Alex.

Bushkevitz

TROUBLES

Pr

Works

Real Estate And
Investments

LONE STAR

No. 61

PANTATORIUM

L

Wagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty

i

United States

-

Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24,
of

-

Commissioner

CampNo.14361

,1

tu:

BB

jrmm

TJI

rVaT
ft Every

Day
Is Bake Day

WmM oFJhe RüBlfiS
FRANGIS PERftY ELLIOTT

i is

ILLUSTRATIONS

at Our House!99

KAUlAtets

writes an accomplished housewife, an enthusiastic patron of
SYNOPSIS.
Richard Unhtnut. &n American with An
affected English accent, receives a prea-n- t
from a friend In China. The present
provea to in a pair of pajamas. A letter
nlnlB of surprise lo the wearer.
Llghtnut
aons the pajamas and late hi night gels
Up for a smoke.
His servant, Jenkins,
comes in and. falling to refognlxe Llghtnut, attempts to put hlui out. Thinking
the servant crasy, Llghtnut changes his
clothes Intending to summon help. When
he reappears Jenkins falls on his neck
with Joy, confirming
Llghtnufs belief
that he Is craiy. Jenkins tells Llgtitmit or
the encounter he had with a hideous
Chinaman dressed
In pajamas.
In a
from his friend. Jack Billings,
pieneag
Llghtnut
nuked to nut un "the kid"
for the night on his way home from college.
Later Llghtnut finds a beautiful
girl In black pajamas In his room. Light-hu- t
Is shocked by the girl's drinking,
smoking and slangy talk. She tells him
her name In Francis ami mizzlea him
With a story of her love for her sister's
named

FimaOH.

Next

morn

Ing the girl Is missing and Llghtnut hur
ties to the boat to aee her off. He la ac
posted by a husky college boy, who calls
him "Dicky," but he does not s
the
girl
Jack Billings calls to spend the
night with Llghlnut.
They
discover
irlcelem rubies hidden In the huttons of
he pajamas. Billings dons the pajamas
and retires.

its

JV

around like you had a pain." Thes.
he went right on:
"Say, did you ever see anything so
corking fine?" He looked up, holding
the ruby In the light. "And to think
how little I dreamed of scooping any
thing like that when I came in hers

tonight!"
By Jove, this was a little too much,
chap like my
even for an
self! The jolly worm will turn, you
know.
Dash me, before I knew what 1 was
doing even, I had moved to his side
and Jerked the ruby from his hand.
My faoe felt like a
bottle
I did It.
"You haven't got it yet," I said,
"and I'll take devilish good care you
don't get it"
He fell back as though from a blow.
"Why why, old chap! Why, Light,
nut!" he gasped. "What's the matter what makes you look at me like

DR. PRICE'S
Cream

BAKING POWDER
"It

is Hot Biscuit, Muffins, Sally
Lunn, Waffles, Pot Pie, and almost
daily, now tbat the season has
come, a Fruit Short Cake-- all
home-mad- e,
home -- baked of
course, and perfectly delicious!
Home-bakinthus, with the aid
of Dr. Price's Baking Powder,
provides the most tasty food,
which I know to be of absolute
purity, clean and healthful, and
g,

CHAPTER X. (Continued.)
that?"
"He, he!" he giggled. "Woke up
"Your liberties have gone Just a bit
and remembered bad promised Flos-altoo far, don't you know," I said, lookPandan go oí 'The Parisian Broil-erg- '
ing steadily in his fishy old oye. "I've
a box of steamer flowers. Gad,
had enough of you, by Jove, that's
she sails at ten; so I plied out and
all!"
6hot off a note to my florist, special
Ho Btared at me, and I could bear
delivery.
Been
trying to And out
him breathing like a blacksmith's belfrom that infernal card back there
lows. I would never have thought he
wben's the first collection from the
had such lungs.
box below. You don't know, do you?"
Slowly his hand came out, and daBh
By Jove, one of those
me if It wasn't shaking like he had
old stage-doo- r
The
Johnnies!
the delirium
But for
surprise took my breath.
his tan, bis face would have been as
"Why, the cheesy old sport!"
"Oh, You Go to Bed.
white as his hypocritical old whiskers.
thought disgustedly.
And I answered
"Is this some Infernal Joke?" His
By Jove, I hardly knew what to do! He grinned significantly and glanced
rather coldly: "Sorry, you know; no
race summoned a sickly smile that alI was regularly bowled over, don't at his night stick.
Idea." And I opened the door wide.
you know. I was up against a crUls
"By Jove!" I ejaculated, looking at most instantly faded. His hand fell
But the old rascal never moved
back to his side. "Why, old fellow,
"By Jove, you know!"
that's what a crisis.
Jenkins.
just stood there, chuckling horribly.
"
you
say,
I
I
"Oh,
Btarted
know
Jenkins coughed.
"Just say you you don't think tbat way about me, do
Well, she'll be back in the fall,"
you? As for the ruby, I I don't want
he cackled. "And see here, old chap, remonstrating, and Just then I gasped want to speak to him a minute, sir," it now I
Just want you to accept my
will Introduce you if you like. You with relief at the welcome sight of he said. "They'll do the rest h'm!" apology
for anything I've done, and
Jenkins, peeking round the doorThey all followed me into the hall,
-need waking up!"
and let me get away."
And
And here I gave a jump and yelled frame behind my visitor's back. Hli and I stepped to the doorway.
There was a short laugh from the
Anger
Hps
on
was
beckand
he
bis
I
I
pitched
was
forward,
then
almost
"Ouch!"
doorway.
so devilish startled.
For the old fool had dug his thumb oned me earnestly.
"Likely
enough,"
Officer
said
At the same moment old whiskers
Into my ribs. Only then did It dawn
For, as a crowning example of bis
O'Keefe, his big figure swinging forwith food more healthful, desirable, and
on me that be was drunk. Of course shoved his chair up to the table, daring and reckless conduct, tbe hoary
"Keep him
and old reprobate was emerging from Blu ward with long strides.
that was It, and unless I got rid of switched on tne reading-lamsafe from all improper contamination.
Tim!"
covered,
ings' room, bis fingers overhauling the
him the old bore would stand and reached for a magazine.
He planted himself between us with
"I'm on, sir," whispered Jenkins, contents of my friend's wallet, even
twaddle the rest of the night.
as I joined him and we stepped aside. as he waddled along, and so absorbed a grin.
reached for his hand and shook It.
"Yours 'If again, Foxyl Jig's up.
"We'll have a talk about it some "Hadn't I better ring up the janitor that be never even saw me.
PftICK BAKING POWDER CO., CHIOAQO
Will you go quietly?"
time," I said pleasantly.
"Just now, on my house 'phone?"
"Ah!" he breathed in a heavy slgb
good
me
It
did
bow
I agreed
to
very
thing;"
see
"By
Jove,
completethe
don't you think we'd better each get
of satisfaction;
and out came bis fin ly
Springs In Their Brains.
the old scoundrel was taken back. WILLING
TO SHARE PENNIES
to bed? So devilish late, you know." "For he'll know where this chap be gers, and In them, poised aloft, he
Two Frenchmen, in visiting an art
His wide distended bleary cyos shift
He slapped me on the shoulder with longs. A flver, tell him, If be gets
held the ruby I bad given to Billings
gallery,
stopiwd to admire a painting
ed
O'Keefe
from
me
to
Hurry!"
move
on.
again.
and
back
Qeneroui
of
Waif
That
Act
Street
a blow that almost brought me to the
His bleary eyes gloated at It.
by an American. The artist happened
I slipped
It wag a perfect surprise.
back Into the room as
Gained Him a Friend In Great
floor. Felt like be struck me with a
"Mine!" be whispered. "Mine now
In
to
be
the gallery and In broken
I motioned to Jenkins to close the
The jolly old to keep forever!"
Jenkins disappeared.
Novelist.
ham, don't you know!
English one of the Frenchmen asked:
door of my friend's bedroom, So far,
"Right old chap," be said; "very barnacle had discarded his cigarette
he had evidently
slept serenely
of "How did monsieur ever catch such
Charles Dickens, the creator
delicately put; won't keep you up an i.nd was critically selecting a cigar
CHAPTER XI.
a wonderful picture?"
through all the trouble, and. If pos- many delightful
characters,
child
other minute. Believe I'd like a drink from my humidor.
0," replied the artist, with a far
you
I
why
see
the
don't
sible,
devil
wanted to avoid arousing him earned, a million dollars during his
"I don't
first, though. If you don't mind.
Iron Nerve.
away look, "that painting was an off- go
fixing
himself
now.
bed,"
said,
a
to
be
For
Billings
walkrat
man.
pen,
with
had
the
often
his
but
lifetime
Devilish bored as I was, I decided
I just stood in the doorway, staring.
prlng of my brain."
with two chairs and lightdeuce of a temper when stirred up ed the Btreets of London In search of
the easiest escape was to humor him comfortably
Couldn't say a word, my throat was
Tbe other Frenchman was greatly
over anything like an imposition upon material for bis books without a pen"All right," I said, leaving the door ing up.
that paralyzed. First time, you know,
Interested
and asked his friend wbat
him,
I
only
it
and
con
stammered,
sleepy,"
would
add
to
ny In his pocket.
the
"I I'm not
open and stepping into the room; "I'll
I'd ever seen a real burglar or Jolly
appear on tbe scene
perching on the corner of a chair.
One evening while doing this he that American had said.
get you a glasB of water."
hold-uman, and he looked bo differ- fusion for him to
"I can hardly explain," whispered
and learn about his wallet md big was accosted by a amall boy who
"I believe you're lying," be growled, ent Trom what I had expected.
"Water!" he exclaimed, following
ruby that I had resc
Dickens the first Frenchman excitedly; "he
asked blm for a penny.
me In. "Say, don't get funny: it's not scowling at me; "but If you're not
But I knew now, of course, that the treasured
Foxy Grandpa's face had been rap- searched his pockets, but they were aid te picture was one spring off
becoming to you." He leered at me sleepy, listen to this joke here It's a policeman was right and that the resof his brain. Ees eet any wonder zat
chestnut, but It s Infernally good
hideously.
pectable-looking
old gentleman
was idly undergoing a change. From pal- empty, and so be told the boy, who
ze Americans act queorly when they
I
never did know what tbe joke no other than tbe desperate criminal lor to pink it went; and then from was shivering In the cold.
Ho went right to the corner where
pink
I
to
Now
listening
red.
was
was
It
becoming
other
for
"Poor man!" exclaimed the little have springs on their brains?"
By Jove, give was. for
But
described as "Foxy Grandpa."
atood my cellarette.
He threw his bead back and fellow, "we'll go hunks together!"
you my word I was so devilish stupe- Bounds as he read. Suddenly I heard for the Intervention of outside assist- scarlet.
!
Where He Drew the Lint.
the street; and ance doubtless Billings and I might faced me angrily.
Dickens stood back In the shadow
fied I couldn't bring out a word. I a whistle far down
by a patAn English earl, lately deceased,
"Llghtnut, will you tell me what the of the street to see what the outcome
wasn't aure what was coming, and as I thought it was followed
have bad our throats cut by tbe con
had no family, was notorious
who
of
running
feet.
ter
heavy
beg,
means?"
hell
hla
And
to
this
be.
voice would
The lad continued
I didn't want Billings' rest disturbed,
scienceless old geezer
Then came the quivering rhythm or
He for his hatred of children, and on one
and finally gained two pennies.
I quietly closed the door of bis room.
He was go absorbed tbat he did not thundered.
"Here!
Here! That'll be enough came dancing to Dickens with a Jolty occasion he engaged as lodge keeper
The old cock In the black pajamas the elevator rapidly ascending, and see me, nor the two helmets piking
an army pensioner named McMlcken.
was still being above my shoulder.
o' tbat," cried Officer O'Keefe Bharp-ly- . ring In his volco.
had uncorked a bottle and was smell while the anecdote
I slipped
chuckles,
out
between
droned
"None
of your grandstand play
"Now," ho said, "we'll have two hot Some few months later McM token's
He grimaced over
ing Un contenta.
O'Keefe
"Up to bis old tricks,"
wife presented him with a son and
out again into the ball and rejoined whispered.
his shoulder.
"We've got bim In the here, or It'll be the worse for you. buns apiece."
Jenkins.
And no tricks, Braxton,
Such a generous spirit under such hetr. On learning of the occurrence
"That's Infernally rotten Scotch,
act, Tim!"
no
says
tenant
there's
such
He clutched his stick menacingly.
"Janitor
trying circumstances Btruck Dickens his lord hln rode down to the lodge
say!" ho exclaimed with a sort of
breathed
Tim. "What
"Great!"
In thlB building as I described," Jen"Braxton!" snorted the old fellow. so forcibly tbat he took the lad homo in a terrible rage.
snort "Regular sell, by George!"
the captain say!"
won't
"I hear," said he to Mr. McMlcken,
you' born fool, my name's not with him, and there he was fed and
kins imparted hurriedly. "Might be a
I was glad Billings didn't hear him
O'Keete's breath tickled my ear "Why,
reclothed, and started on the mad to a "that your wife has a son."
for It had been a present from him guest, of course; but he doesn't
again and BWept my nose. I've never Braxton!"
"Yes, my lord," said the man proudwhlsSo
seeing
he
him.
ever
member
"Say,
grinned
life.
"Not
O'Keefe.
now,"
better
only the week before,
since but
seen beer or sauerkraut
ly.
what Is your name now, Foxy?"
"Suppose I'll have to go the rye," tied for a cop, to be on tbe safe Bide, what I think of it!
Advantages.
Special
Her
"Well, now, look here, McMtcken;
"
"My name
roared Foxy Grandpa,
be grumbled; and, grinning at me and caught two. Here they are, sir.
"Got your stick ready?" be was sayJames Fullerton Muirhead in his when I put you here, it was to open
Out from the elevator sprang tne
and paused abruptly. He looked rathfamiliarly, he poured himself a drink
any
chances;
ing.
take
not
"Best
and looking exer blankly from one officer to the book, "The Land of Contrasts," tetla and shut a gate, but, by the Lord
He tossed it off, neat. I reflected that Janitor,
Braxton's a quick shooter, they say.
of an American girl who was pat ron
Harry, not to propagate."
cited
Close on his heels came two
perhaps he would go quietly now.
we Jump blm, better give him other.
When
praised by an Englishman for
big policemen.
"See here; do I understand I'm un"Well," I said, advancing. "I
off."
right
club
the
English and who reof
her
purity
the
Strictly Up to Date.
outer
Inquired.
corridor
I
the
your
stepped
into
he
get
der
to
to
arrest?"
you're anxious
I had special
Tim whispered an impatient demur.
advanAlice How oddly some men pro- "You certainly are talking. Foxy," plied: "Well,
and explained tbe Bltuatlon. The ofquarters, so I'll Eay good night."
right; but I'm for coaxing
mis- pose.
"That's
all
English
an
as
tages,
Inasmuch
chuckled O'Keefo.
extended my hand. "That ought to ficers nodded reassuringly.
first. I don't want to
tribe."
Kate I sould say so. A gentle" 'N'ougb
said," one of them com- him out here
"Then my name's Doe John Doe," sionary was stationed near our
felch htm," I thought, "ir bo's a gentap him on the gentleman's rugs; If
man aske me last week If I felt faand I thought the fellow's quick glance
tleman, no matter bow jolly corked he mented. "We'll have him out, sir."
Explanation.
I do, I can tell you, It'll ruin 'em,
vorably disposed to a unification of
The Janitor, who hnd been cautious
may be."
at me held an appeal. Of what sort,
Lottie How dare you ask Mrs.
that's all."
I had no Idea.
In my grasp his band felt like a ly sighting through the door within,
luncheon?
a
to
He swept his hand across his
"And what, may I ask, Is tbe
small boxing glove, but when 1 came running out.
Hallle She won't know It. She's a
The way some women talk Is
"He shifted around, while I was tongue and gripped bis stick tighter. charge?" he asked again, with what Fletcbcrite, and by the time she has
glanced at It I saw that It was not
Bide,
at
one
bobbed
bis
Jenkins,
looking, and I got a good look at him,"
was apparently a great effort at calm- finished she'll have to move on to enough to make a bachelor feel bald
unusual.
up and down and smiled bis adness.
The old duck pumped my arm sol- he said with Borne excitement, "and I head
Harper's Baiar. h ended
some live o'clock tea
He leaned
(TO BR CONTINUED.)
emnly and cast bis eyea to the cell- never saw him before. I wouldn't for miration of this sentiment.
me.
to
nearer
If a woman can find the style of hat
The reason a girl won't let a young
get that mug!"
ing.
"Just beckon him out, sir," bis whlsIt Growl Nlcotlneteas Tobacco.
" he
man kiss her is because she wanta she wants, she can always adjust her
Supposo you take a squint at him
old
England,
where him to.
Gloucestershire,
bead to fit It.
yourself. O'Keefe." suggested the tail-- per advised. "Just tell him you want
murmured in a husky tremolo, deflectto show him something In the hail
nlcotlneless tobacco is now grown,
ing the comers of his mouth and or of the coppers. "You've been on
you
do.
so
genuJust
will
anything
supply
the
to
cat,
time
or
one
used
at
wagging his bald pate. "If I don't this beat so long."
rugs, ine article.
Both James I. and hli
In a minute or two O'Keefe came get blm past tbe furniture and
see you again I'll have the river
pro
in cussing.
successor Issued proclamations
IÍ there ever is a time when you are justified
slipping back hurriedly. He drew his sir."
dragged 1"
I advanced
step
room.
growing, but tn 1651
tobacco
a
Into
hibiting
the
And then. Instead of going, dash me companion aside.
is when the summer weather sets your appetite to fussing;
In
many
couIt
English
grown
a
bit
to
knave
be
was
expected
old
the
It
I
what,
Tim,"
beard
you
him
"Tell
If the old fool didn't flop down Into
In
you know. Not be; It ntiesnotably in Gloucestershire.
Billings' favorite chair and reach for say, "do you know, I'm after thlnkinn dashed, don't
But there isn't any need to risk your soul and shock the neighbors
blm a bit Just gave the state papers of that year there Is
Hillings' cigarettes that he had left It looks like old Braxton, known in never disquieted
desent
to
officer
went
an
from
u
back
a
report
and
a
careless
leer
me
Grandpa.'
'Foxy
He's
the perfesh as
Tempt your appetite with Toasties and go singing to your labors.
on the tabouret.
I began to feel stroy the tobacco crops around ChelHe waved his band at me. "Oh, you a swell con man, but has JuM finished the ruby. Somehow
He took a troop of 86 sol
not often taken that way, tenham.
go to bed, Llghtnut," be said, putting a stretch at Copper John's for going riled. I'm
scamp's
persistent au- - diers with him, but had to retire for
old
this
but
He
Written b W. J. MUSQnOVE,
away with Iron nerve. "All the Bleep's through a flat tn the Bronx.
Tamp, Art.
daclty and Impudence went beyond reinforcements, as he found over 100
I'll just tit here done murder once."
out of me, dammit!
for which the Poetum Co.,
men guarding the fields.
anything I had ever heard of.
One of tne BO Jlnrl
Tbe other turned to me.
and read and smoke as long as I like,
Bailie Creek, Mich., pmld (1000.00 In Mj.
added,
In
he
with
"could
not
men,"
"Ten
the
matter
In
II
thunder's
"What
"May save a muss In your rooms
then I'll go In there and turn In." A
squinting four days destroy all the tobacco that
you, son?" he murmured,
Just kinder call him out, sir,
.tolk Of bis doddering bead Indicated you'llsuggested
leously at the Jewel.
"You prowl Is growing around Cheltenham."
"It will bs simpler.
he

with considerable

economy."

Our correspondent has written for
us the whole story.

DR. PRICE'S

CREAM RAKING POWDER
Makes Home Baking
Success
and a Recreation,
a

or"
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AID SUNKEN

Telephonic Communication Establish
ed With Submerged Naval V
His In German Harbor.

ELECTRI

sSWORLD
IRON

AND

STOV

GOOD SOIL FOR BUSH

BOATS

TORPEDO

COlPfipI

Water Msy Be Bollad md Fwl Cook- ed In Small way Meat if
by Electricity.',
Not to very long ago a combination
lad Iron and cook apparatus was
and now cornea an Illinois
man with an elaboration on this Idea.
In this new apparatus, aa In the first
one, an electric fan forms a stove by
upon the
reatlng
being Inverted,
handle and two lega that at other
Umea fold along the top In. the new
cooker, however, the Inventor has designed a cooking veaael of substantial- -

are ail
German torpedo boats
equlped with newly designed submaThis ap
rine teletihone attachments.
tolfce outside "oTl
paratus Is stlachi
the boat Just forward or the
If the boat Is sunk, an officer releases
the apparatus, which floats to the sur
face of the water by means of the
buoy, which Is an essential part of
the equipment.
This can be picked
up by any other boat to the vicinity
be
and telephonic
communication
thus established
with the sunken
craft.
During some recent naval manoeu-verIn the harbor of Kiel, the German submarine "U" was sunk, with
Telea crew of 25 men on board.
phonic communication was at once established with the rescuers, to whom
the commander of the disabled vessel
reported that the crew was In no Immediate danger, as oxygen for 48
hours was available.
For three hours the crew lay prisoners at the bottom of the harbor. All
this time a running Are of talk was
whose
kept up with the rescuers,
work was directed much more effectively than If they had been compelled
to work blindly and without advice
from below.
IDEAL FOR WINDOW
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PLAGüfe

t
OF THE FIELD

MICE

Even In Small Numbers They Destroy
Considerable Clover and Alfalfa
and Injure Orchards.
(By R 8. PIPER.)
the
produced
The mouse which
plague In some of the western states,
a short time ago, proved to be the
"black mouse," one of the numerous
species of short tailed field or meadow
mice, a group which has caused widespread destruction in various parts of
the world. In nearly all parts of the
Held mice
United State short-taile'
of
are among the most abundant
mammals, and a number of species in
widely separated localities have occasionally exhibited the same tend
ency to excessive increase. Indicating
that favoring conditions may product'

LIGHTING

Long Lamp Particularly Advantageous
for Illumination In All Kinds
of Show Cases.

Iron and Stove.
ly the aama ahape as the Iron and
with handlea for lifting It on or off
the "Btove." In this vessel water may
be boiled and food' cooked aa well In
a email way as on a regular stove,
electricity supplying the beat. Owing
to the ahape of the veesel the entire
bottom Is heated and food In It cooks
better and quicker than If It was an
ordinary pan.

"It Is Just like an ordinary Incandescent lamp, except the current goes
In one end and cornea out the other,"
said Ben J. Ballard, of Cleveland. O
In telling about
the electric light
shown In the Illustration.
The light Is cylindrical In shape,
Inches In diameter and 12
about 1
Inches long. The current passes In
one end, through the filament and out
the other.
advan"The lights are peculiarly
tageous for window or showcase light
ing," said Mr. Ballard. "Suitable re
flectors are provided and the lamps In

Lombardy

Poplar Girdled and Killed
by Field Mice.

FRUITS MORE HOSPITALS

ARE NEEDED'

Ground Between Rows Must Be Kept
Give Plenty
Fln and Mellow
Sunshine and Air.

Situation Improved, but Further Work
It Needed to Stamp Out
Tuberculosis.

The ground between the rows and
around the bushes should be kept
fine and mellow. If the soil is allowed
hjanfflmKhnrft nnrl nllnnrfl to grow up
In. weeds and grass, the yield will be
Cut short, and the fruit will he small
and of llferteM, quality. All bush fruits
should be grown in wide rows, so the
greater part of
cultivation can be
done with the horse, hoe and culti
vator. The proper distance to plant
currants, raspberries, blackberries and
gooseberries in the fruit garden is
Ave feet aart each way for horse cultivation. Fa: the small family garden.
plant In rows Ave feet apart and three
feet apart In the row. This will allot
of the larger portion of the cultivation
being done with the horse cultivator.
The ground around the bushes must
be broken up and mellowed with the
hoe. Expert fruit growers maintain
a dust mulch until the berries are half
size, then a thick coat of long strawy
manure, grass or rotted leaves is
Bpread over the entire ground about
four Inches thick. This mulch pre
vents the growth of weedB and keeps
the soil cool and moist. Wheu thta
method in followed, tho Aeld will be
greater, the berries free of dirt and
mtfch larger size and of extra Ane
flavor. All fruit succeed best when
given plenty of sunshine and air, along
with Intelligent culture. The common
practice of planting the bushes along
the garden walk or fence row Is bad.
the bushes cannot be cultivated
economically. The yield and size of
the berries is greatly increased where
there Is a full supply of moisture. The
Irrigation for fruit and vegetables big
surface flow and under ground irrigation Is being extended as the result
of tests made by practical men. The
method of Irrigation for vegetables
and small fruits practiced by market
gardeners of Boston has been found
economical aud profitable.

Only four states, Mississippi, Nevada, Utah and Wyoming, have no
beds whattyer in special hospitals or
Eight years
wards for consumptives.
ago when the National Association for
the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis was organised there were 26
states In which no hospital or Banlto-rluprovision for consumptives existed, and the entire number of beds
in the United States was only 10,000.
'
While these figures would indicate
remarkable growth In antl tubercu-losl- s
activity," Bays Dr. Livingston
Furrand. executive secretary of the
National association, In commenting
on the subject, there are Btlll practically ten Indigent consumptives for
every one of the 30,000 beds. Including
those for pay patients. In other words,
we have from 250.000 to 300,000 consumptives In this country too poor to
provide hospital care for themselves.
If tuberculosis Is ever going to be
stamped out In the United States,
more hospital provision for these foci
of infection must be provided."

th.

SUMMER

PRUNING

OF

TREES

Two Indispensable Supports.
all the dispositions and habits that
lead to political prosperity, religion
and morality are Indispensable supports. George Washington.
Of

Explanation.
Fair Young Thing What la that
man who is running doing?
Fan He Ib going tome to unit her.
Why be constipated wheaunu can get Garfield Tea st any drag- store VlF will quickly relieve aud lu beooflU will be realUea.

He who hesitates Is lostespecially
when he Is found out.

SEVEN YEARS
OF MISERY
How Mrs. Bethune was Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Slkeston, Mo,
"For seven year I
everything.
I was In bed for
four or five days at a
a
Little.
Helped
time every month,
At Dinard cr summer there was a
and bo weak I could
beautiful vjung countess, the wife of
hardly walk. I had
a millionaire,
whose bathing dress
cramps, backache
well
and headache, and
wbs
A couple of men about town were
was bo nervous and
weak that I dreaded
talking In shocked tones about the
caBlno
on
to see anyone or
bathing
dress
the
countess'
have anyone move in
terrace.
the room. The
"It'B shocking; It's most Improper."
tors gave me medisaid the first.
cine to ease me at
"But." said the second, "I can't believe it's any worse than the dinner those times, and aaid that 1 ought to
I would not listen to
operation.
an
have
dress she wore at Mrs. Hughes-Hal- that, and when a friend of my husband's
let's ball laBt night."
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-1,1
".hfl I,
troll " U!,M til.
tabla Compound and wnat u nao done
her diamonds on
ie 1 .wa wl'ni
" h,8,
Evening Telegram.
of health and feel
Now I look the pict-jrdo al' my own house- c
like
Hi
Important to Mother.
Examine carefully every bottle of work, work in the garden and entertain
CABTOR1A, a anfe and sure remedy for company and enjoy them, and can wnlk
Infanta and children, and sec that it aa far as any ordinary woman, any day
rf
intheweek. I wish I could talk to every
Dearsthe
Buffering woman and girl, and tell them
Signature of
what L dia & pinifham.s Vegetable
n Use For
Compound
has done for me.
Lhildren Cry for Mchc? Castor
tjeha Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
Remember, the remedy which did this
Modern Miracle.
waa Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
, "Do you believe In miracles?" asked
Compound.
Dobklnn.
It has helped thousands of women who
"You bet I do," said Snobklnn.
troubled with displacement,
"Why, only the other day my wife have been
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irregbought mi- h box of cigars, and, by
pains, backache, that
periodic
ularities,
George, Dobky, I could smoke 'em."
bearing down feeling, indigestion, and
Harper's Weekly.
nervous prostration, after all other meani
have failed. Why don't you try it?
To keep artificial teeth and bridge-worantlseptlcally
clean and free
irom odors and disease germs, Paxtlne
At drugAntiseptic 1b unequaled.
LIVE STOCK AND
gists, 25c a box or sent postpaid on reMl sci: 1,1. AM.
ceipt of price by The Paxton Toilet
Co., Hosum, Mass.
I
Buffered

WmM

"

J ,(rf?'fíi
UUip4c4(M

mouse plagues wherever the mice ex
1st. Even when In small
numbers Cannot Profitably Be Done on Old,
Stunted, Dying Trees They
they destroy considerable clover and
Need Rejuvenation.
alfalfa and Injure orchards, nurseries
and root crops.
tree has a dense top, open
the
If
of
Is
Instance
the first recorded
This
an irruption of field mice In North up the center to permit sunlight and
America attaining the proportions of air to enter. Thin out the Bides by
PROGRESS
OF RACE IS GIVEN
to onefourth
a plague.
The experience Indicates removing from
the probability of future and even of the branches, always cutting back
Automobiles
Position of Speeding
In the
more disastrous outbreaks.
Shown by Electrical Score Board
extensive reclaimed areas of the west
at Santa Monioa.
the abundant food and luxurious cover
furnished by alfalfa fields and the
board
score
An electrically operated
miles of irrigation ditches, which afwas used for the first time in the
ford these mice suitable homes along
of auto road racing at Santa
their banks, greatly favor their InMonica. By means of this device, the
crease, white surrounding desert congrand stand was kept informed as to
ditions limit the spread of mice bethe position of the racers all along
yond the cultivated areas.
course, as each car
the eight-milWithout doubt poisoning Is the best
Show Case Illuminator.
number was painted on a sheet of
method at present known or dealing
Stern Call of Duty.
metal which was moved along the serted, thus forming a complete Ins with field mice on an extensive scale.
Reform is not joyous, but grief-oua- ;
score board upon divisions that repre- of light across the window, as well ai
no single man can reform himsented miles and half miles.
IN GREAT VARIETY
down the sides, If desired.
.elf without stem suffering and Btern
The operator of the board was in
FORo 8ALB fÍT THB
Whether In the window or showcase SOIL TOO RICH FOR APPLES
how much leas can a natío
working;
formed as to the position of the the reflector may be so arranged that
LOWEST PRICES BY
Carlyle.
of men!
cara by means of telephones, tempoFoliage, but Apple Cluster shewing apples at cor
the bare light Is not visible to the eye Trees With Beautiful
wnwsrarEi UNION
rary stations having been erected at of a passerby, thus bringing out the
westcin
Mighty Little Fruit, Were Finally
rect stage for second or apple worm
happy- - that's Bad
Itakaa the lnnndrr
W Adama Si, Chicago
e
An operator was display of goods.
intervals.
Removed by Ax.
spraying. Young fruit standing up (rnn liftR Ithip. M'tkw beautiful, clear
placed at each station, and In addiwith calyx lobes wide open ready to white clot hen. All K''d Brocen.
tion to reports on progress of cars be
A common mistake in the selection
receive maximum dose of poison.
Solves Water Problem.
sent In notification of tire or engine
And Prized Above All.
a
of a site for the apple orchard tract,
Santa Monica, Cel., la considering
Ask for
trouble, of cars that dropped out of unique plan for solving a serious wa large or small, is that of choosing a to a limb and never leaving a long
Other things may be seized by
crop
big
out
ail,
throw
a
of
or
the race, and, most Important
might or purchased with money, but
ii ant.
ter problem. The supply Is already In- soil that la too rich; that will cause Blub to die
pruning cannot knowledge la to be gained only by
of accidents.
Box
adequate and an application for a part abundant growth of wood, but mighty of Bprouts. Summer
profitably practiced on old, stunted, efort Landor.
of the Owena rive; from Loa Angeles little fruit In the valley in which the be
dying trees. They need rejuvenation,
USEFUL AS DUST COLLECTOR baa not been granted. Now It la pro writer's ranch Is located la an
pruning, but Mm. Wlnalow'a Boothlnji Sjrnp for Children
posed to distill ocean water for domes- chard of mature apple trees, as pretty which comes with winter
upon old, SMtMafi aufiena the gum. rtttS iiillinntna-tlun- ,
sight from tho standpoint of roll may be profitably practiced
Motor Affords Means of tic purposes, and the municipality may
Electric
allay pain, cure wlnl colic, S5v a bottle.
trees.
beer oa well
Operating Machine and Gathering
age as one could ask to see, .which h'na thrifty,
purchase the Burning Mountain, sevLarge limbs can be removed at thla
Up Little Particles.
eral miles up the coast in the Santa lately been felled because It did not
tiet that make It
The candidate for ofllce who "also
any
other
aa
o great a favorite.
safely
at
as
just
time
Monica range, for use as a beating deliver the goods.
ran" has to explain to his friends how
On
f iUmt. If
patkftp ntkt
adnot
only
year,
is
it
season
of
tho
will
to
Is
your grocer iin't mpplltd,
water
being
given
sea
la
wa
Is
believed the
It
plant.
More attention
fat, rich and well
The tract
happened.
it
mil job pckf en reedpt of
providing safeguards for workmen in could be carried through a "U" pipe tered. Within gunshot of this tract is visable to remove too much of the
35c. FUftMSWlUalftai.
great
quantities
prmmivm
Where
top
once.
at
Writ" for
puiit.
shops and factories where dust parti- deep to the hot Interior of the smoking a block of winter NVIHs pear trees of
Your working power depends upon your
THE CHARLES C. MIRES CO.
Is better
cles are thrown into the air by grind hill and distilled at practically no cost the same ace that for severad years of wood must be removed It
leáltb. liarJlelu Tea helpb uwanl keeping iu
over a period
removal
distribute
tti
lia
some
engin
produced,
lng, polishing and buffing machines.
might
close
owners
their
be
past
grdsscd
Power
have
from;twpfto three years, rather
The electric motor as shown In the eers think, that would enable the mun to a thousand doUftrs per, acre, Bays of
The minufacturer of artificial feet
the tree's la responsible for many a false step.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Mlustratlon affords a means of operat-o- f icipality ta maintain an electric light a writer In an exchange. Never WftB than entrrel'y':'.unbalance
growth.
a auction dust collector on such ing plant.
mo'e emphatically demonstrated tho
fact that soli can be too rich for ap
pies, but not for pears. Within a mile
of these unproductive apple trees, on
thinner and lighter granitic bqJIs, the
apple trees bear pro!incai.yto iue
point of breaking down.
When apraylog, If showera come and
wash off the poison, spray those trceH
HA1TOY
Bccond time.
MACHINE
IS
it
There are sixteen cablee across the GRAFTING
In setting out strawberrlea pinch
North Atlantic ocean.
and the plants
Implement Designed to- Cut Scion D- off most of the leaves
The British poatofflce controls 800
will
take huid better.
iagonally to Prevent Bruising or
000 miles of telephone wires.
The city dealer profits by the lazl
Is
being successfully
Electricity
Other Injury.
nuns of the arower by grading and re- used In France to ripen cheese.
his badly assorted fruit.
In describing a grnfting machine, Ir nacklna
In all European Russia there are
It la a good plan to mow off the
only 62 electrical distributing stations
rented by A. Iloberston of Canada, the tops
of the strawberry plant within
The automatic telephone service la Scientific American says:
week after the fruiting season
a success In Havana, where there are
The purpose here Is to provide a a
It makes one think of everything that s pure and whole-over.
7.000 subscribers.
machine more especially designed for
Spray your treos whether they have
ome and aeiigntiui.
ungni, spariuing, iccnm wim
ocean are use In nurseries and the like, and arLwBSd
Ships on the Atlantic
years
Dust Collector.
on
In
is
palate joy it's your toda fountain old oaken bucket.
Information ranged to cut tho craft or scion diag a crop or not. spraying
supplied with weather
In yeara or heavy
as
important
as
JuBt
fcxiklrt, tclllnf of
II
FT T
ISwSIhI
Praao
machines as well aa of operating the from the station on top of Eiffel onally with a shearing cut to prevent
TloioatloouLiujjcxj,ttrrttKakuia.
crops.
yT$W
Whenever
machine Itself, says the Popular Klee tower.
A yearling tree la prererrod by many
see an
you
ncmaadlaeGcnaltieaimadebr
buffing
lightning
It
and
grinding
conductor
The
The latest
trlclty.
JW
Arrow think
to older trees. They are thought to
flgSBlH
CO.
THE COCA-COLwheels are partially aurorunded by a a braid of fine copper wires. It Is said
of
he safer to tranaplant than
atlahta. gk.
metal hood, while a fan and recep- to be more efficient than the older
trees.
old
-suction
the
complete
forms.
tacle below
Many growers say that woeda are aa
Linemen working in the wilds oi
valuable aa fertlllzera as clover and
Washington wear red coats to prevent
under
cow peas If they are turned
Heat for Bears.
their being mistaken for wild animals
every year.
During a cold snap last winter It by hunters.
scale
you
have
you
that
believe
If
Rolter skates propelled by
was found necessary to furnish beat
In your orchard, do not wait a day to
horsepower
motora of
for the bears at the New York too.
have an expert examine the trees, and
At the laying of steam pipes would are a French Invention, the fuel tank
thep fight for their Uvea.
Grafting Machine.
entail a large eipenfle, It waa decided being worn on a belt
That corky old apple, the Baji Da
electrically
heated
tray fot;
Consequently elecAn
to uae electricity.
bruising or Injury to the graft. For vis, tolda a high prlco IE th ylly
tric radiators were Installed, much to keeping food warm while It Is being this
rotary
a
of
Is
made
use
markets because Its fine apponrnnco
Durnose
served la one of the newest Ideas in
the comfort and surprise of bruin.
cutter head provided with beveled deceives tho Ignorant buyer.
the Hne of electric heaters.
One of the surest ways to keep
a table for the grafts to rest
Safety Lantern.
Tourist trains on one of the Pacific knlvca,
on, and guides on the table at at an- down weeds In the strawberry field
lanterns are railroads are equipped with electrlcat
Electric watchmen's
knives la to cut off all the runners until July
the
edges
of
cutting
gle
the
to
used by many of the largest gas and cooking appliances and travelers are
to guide the grafts. The machine la 1, to allow close cultivation.
Is
A battery
con encouraged to make use of them.
oil companies.
It shoeld
In picking strawberries
herewith in a plan view.
In one of the newest electric fix- pictured
talned In the lantern, while a miniabe borne In mind that bruised fruit
ture Maada bulb supplies the light. tures the amount of Illumination shed
A careless
will not stand shipping.
Good Rotation.
by
merely
There la absolutely rto danger of Are by a lamp li controlled
Alfalfa potatoes, picker hat no place In a strawberry
Try thla rotation:
turning the shade to one side or
or exploaion from this means of
field.
grain. It la good one.
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The Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Co. of
Milwaukee
Purely Mutual aod Transacting
Business only in the United
Suites.
STATEMENT DECEMBER
81, 1911.

ASSETS
Liabilities

$285,575.219.4--

(includjng 11,892.
835.10 held to meet deferred di

vidend

Remember you can buy the Old
Homestead and TT. S. fínnr nn'v
at Goodman's.

LIGHT ON
USE

Notice By Publication
T,

Stao

I

e;i),

of Mora.
County
In the District Court.

J

GREAT CURE

TAKE THE

v.

SPANISri-AMERICA-

)

BRAND

1

BITTERS

e Weekly in Northeastern New Mexico

Best

$1,50 PER YEAR

FOR ALL

STOMACH

Ada Shotwell

LIVER

Plaintiff,

and

Funds held for annual dividends
payable in 1912 and for contin

No. 2149.

gencies

$14,989,835.84
285,575,219.44 Henry Shotwell.
Defendant.
Income. 1911, $54535,141.78
Policyholders in 1911 $35.627- The said defendant, Henry Shotwell
4G2.45
is hereby notified that a suit in divoice
Policies in force, 447,507. Insur has been
commenced against you in the
ance in force ....$1,147,273,523.00 District Court for the County ortiiora,
N. F. Lesueb,
State of New Mexico, by said Ada Shot-wel- l,
plaintiff, wherein she prays the
Dist. Manager.
Court for a Decree of Divorce from the
Albuquerque, N. M.
saiddefedant on the grounds of abandon
ment and desertion and for such other
and proper relief, etc.
That unless you enter or cause to be
your appearance in said suit on
Pintsch Oil the great Prairie dog entered
or before the 29th, dayjof August, A,
exterminator, for sale at Fairview D. 1912, a decree, Pro Confesso, therein
Pliai'macy.-Singlgallon 75c. 5 w 11 be rendered against you.

Pinch the Prairie Dog

gallon lots $2.50.

Tito Melendez,
Clerk.

Joe Vigil attended the fight at
Las Vegas Thursday.

Ii

Electric

Fourth Judicial District.

contracts).$-i70,585,683,ti-

A

Dudley S. Durrin,
Solano, N. M.

KIDNEY

ify

trbueles

We Do All Kinds of

'

JOB WORK

k50o and
$1.00

SUCH AS
Letter Heads, Eiivelopes, Statements, Dodgers, Invitations,
Cards, Announcements,
Programs,
Calling Cards, Legal Blanks, Booklets,
and all Classes of Fancy

IT'S THE REMEDY WITHOUT AN EQUAL

Business

FOR

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation,
Biliousness, Female Complaints, Malaria,
Jaundice and General Debility
TRY

IT.

Printing

BRING US YOUR WORK

PRICE 600 AND $1.00 PER BOTTLE

I SOLD

FAIRVIEW

AND GUARANTEED

BY I

PHARMACY Roy, N. M,

MORA

COUNTY

PUBLISHING

CO.

ROY, N. M.

Coupons given on all cash purYou can get any thing you want
in umbrellas, fans, long gloves chases which are good on anything
summer neck wear etc at Good- in our novelty department. G. M.
Co.
man Mercantile Co.
- -

If you have any land matters
FOR SALE
A team of work horses about 9 of any kind, call and sec E. J. H.
Call on the Spanish-America- n
years old gentle and workers. Roy the best posted man in Roy
Lawn and summer dress goods
on such matters.
Results
for all your printing.
liaye
a
in
We still
the sold at astonishingly low prices Set of work harness and a 21 in,
few hats
FOR SALE
good
shape.
wagon,
in
Studebaker
millinery depatment which we now. Goodman Merc. Co.
Fence posts 4c each. Inquire of
Will sell the whole layout for $250.
All kinds of wire and fencing P, J. Pickering 1 mile north of are going to close out at veryllow
lre
of E. .1. H. Roy.
Take The Spanish American.
Goodmau
prices
McrcantilcCp.
supplies at Goodman's.
Roy.
Try a Spanish American Ad.
(SEAL)

Attorney for Plaintiff.

ROY REAL ESTATE & ABSTRACT CO.

Get Information Now
About the Country Neighboring to Roy, N. M.
New County with Roy as a County Seat is an
assured fact.

FARM LANDS

RANCH PROPERTIES

Lands B ought

.

Sold

Free Government Homesteads. Relinquishments
Handled. Charges Reasonable. Every Transaction
Guaranteed.

Free Booklet About The Great Wheat Country Surrounding

ROY
Come To ROY, New Mexico, And Make Your Home. Fine
Water, Schools, Congenial People.

Roy Real Éstate & Abstract Co. Roy, K JML
--

